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CN seeks ta.lks on 
 dangerous goods 
: and to reduce public anxiety due 
ClasSified 
military 
shipments 
TERRACE - -  The city's 
nance, P~rsonnel andiAdminis- 
tr~RionCommittee is reviewing 
aft offer from CNR, who:would 
like• to make a presentation to
• First • Responders, emergency 
planners, health officials and 
city council in Terrace on 
May 11. 
According to a letter from 
CN's general manager of opera- 
tions, P.J. MacDonald, the 
presentation would focus on the 
relationship between changes 
that will occur when cabooseless 
t ra ins: .become a .reality, 
emergency response procedures, 
andc0mmunity awareness. CN 
.spokesman D.V. Gadsby S~d in 
~:~ .  ~an" ~mterwew - ~with ~ the ,Terrace 
Rev iew that the meeting could 
be open to the pubfic if tha1 were 
council's wish. 
MacDonald says the presenta- 
tion is a part of their Transpor- 
tation, Community Awareness 
and Emergency Response Pro- 
gram (TRANSCAER) that are 
planned "along our right-of- 
way to raise public awareness 
concerning the transportation f 
dangerous goods"• 
He says the goal of the 
TRANSCAER meetings is to 
improve safety and reduce acci- 
dents that result in injury or 
environmental damage, a more 
• effective emergency response 
system, better cooperation be- 
tween transportation companies 
'and chemical manufacturers, 
to the transportation f danger- 
ou~; goods. 
" Acc0rdingto the Terrace area 
coordinator for Emergency Ser- 
vices, Ray:Tank, some changes 
will'remit when CN switches to 
cabooseless trains, but he says 
Fi- that the handling o f  dangerous 
cargos i s  well controlled and 
they're prepared for,disaster. 
The only real change he says he 
is aware of is that .cargo mani- 
fests listing dangerous goods 
will be carried in the engine 
instead of the caboose as they 
are now• 
But Tank says an: effective 
• emergency, response plan is in 
place. He says CN promises a 
response within seconds as to 
the nature of any material4hey 
are  carrying in the event of a 
disaster: and adds that this sys- 
tem will soon be put to the test 
with a mock disaster: exer- 
t ~cise. Bi~t he says a flo0d is a 
more likely disaster in the:Ter- 
race area than anything that 
might be caused by CN cargos. 
Still, says Tank, any emergen- 
cy response system is only as 
good as the public awareness, 
and because dangerous cargos 
do move through Terrace resi- 
dents have to know what to do 
in the event of an accident. He 
says that with the exception of 
U.S. military cargos, CN keeps 
• him up to date as to the type of 
cargos they are carrying, and 
even the classified military in- 
formation is readily available if
there is an accident• 
The committee recommenda- 
tion on the CN proposal should 
be made this week, and council 
could make a decision Monday 
night• 
"L  ' f  " 
A Welcome Wagon Bridal Party at the Inn of the West last weekend attracted about 100 
brides-to-be, their guests, and sponsors and models. The models, featuring the latest in 
bridal fashions, were a highlight of the show. Above, Laurie Barry displays just one of the 
bridal gowns featured, with the help of flower girls (left to right) Crystal Raposo (5), Brandy 
Raposo (7) and Danlelle Marleau (3). 
iiA balanced budget - -  with a thumb on the scales? 
.... would end (on March 31) with a Glen Clark likened the Budget Education spending will go up 
...... Last Thursday B.C. F inance Minister Mei Couvelier $237 million surplus, but next Stabilization -- or BS fund, as it 12.8 percent to $2.2 billion. 
!0f B.C. agrees. 
by Mkhael Kelly' 
~claimed on behalf of the Social Credit government that 
he had balanced the provincial budget for the first time 
/in 10 years, but the opposition New Democrats ay it 
isn't t rue -  and the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
year's estimates wind up with a 
deficit of $477 million, a net 
swing of $714 million over the 
two years. Acton's figures also 
removed a $102 million transfer 
to General Revenue from B.C. 
Hydro, with the comment, 
"You have to ask yourself why 
is there a transfer of $102 
million from B.C. Hydro when 
that crown corporation alone 
has a debt load of $7.5 billion?" 
Acton acknowledged that the 
Budget Stabilization Fund is dif- 
ficult for the average person to 
understand, saying, "Basically, 
the government's general fund 
has borrowed from the Budget 
Stabilization for bookkeeping 
purposes. This is like your right 
pocket owing your left pocket 
money and paying interest on 
it," 
has become commonly known 
--  to taking out a loan and put- 
ting it in a savings account. 
"They could, if they wanted, 
put up to $4.9 billion (the 
amount of the direct provincial 
debt) in i t  as a 'reserve' 
account," he said. Clark noted, 
however, that $180 million of 
the money tranferred to general 
revenue is "real money". The 
remaining $320 million, he said, 
is borrowed. 
The numbers 
It is unclear at this point what 
the government intends to spend 
on the Northwest. The budget, 
in keeping with the Throne 
Speech, emphasizes what 
Couvelier ~ the three 'E's': 
educafitm, environment and the 
economy, 
Couvelier says the increase will 
go to school districts' operating 
budgets, teachers' pension pro- 
grams, the Pacific Rim In- 
itiative, capital programs,~ and 
greater government funding 
toward private schools. 
The budget for post- 
secondary education w~ll go up 
by 13.9 percent to $994.8 
million. The figure includes 
grants to universities and col- 
leges, funds for establishing 
university degrees in Kelowna, 
Kamloops and Nanalmo, stu- 
dent aid, English-as-a-second 
language training, and adult 
basic education and literacy pro- 
grams. 
Economic development pro- 
grams cross through a number 
of  ministr ies ,  inc lad ln t  
continued on pigii 24 
NDP finance critic Glen Clark, 
who was in Terrace yesterday. 
The Institute of Chartered Ac- 
countants first vice-president, 
Rick Acton, said in a statement 
the day following the budget, 
-*'Although the Mimster is call- 
ing it a balanced budget, in truth 
it is a two-),ear balancing act. 
There is a surplus in 1988-89 
which will be used to offset a 
deficit in 1989-90. The govern: 
ment has used the Budget 
Stabilization Fund to do this." 
If the effect of the Budget 
Stabilization Fund transfer were 
removed, Acton said, 1988-89 
~ In overall terms the govern- 
'ment has announced spending 
':commitments of $1,546 billion 
~ore  for the coming year than it 
/i~pent in 1988-89. Projected 
Tevenues are expected to go up 
~$1,923 bllfion, but included in 
~the revenues is $.5 billion 
:itransferred from the notorious 
iBudget Stabil ization/:Fun  
iereated last year by C0avelier, 
which rather neatly makes up 
~e difference; rather too neatly 
~tor the chartered accountants' 
i~ fe , lona l  organization or 
•I 
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rC lean.up 
plans laid 
The time for the annual ' l 'er- :  
race ,, Beautzficatmn. Society 
Cleanup Campaign .is drawing: 
near, and  this year's event 
promises a lot more activity than  
in :previous years. This is the ~ 
third annual CleanupCampaign 
and will be held in conjunction 
with the province's Pitch-In '89 
• camp .sign. Also, a new category 
.-' this year, ('Terrace's Cleanest 
Block '':, and  coordination with 
local schools offers the hope of 
' a "clean sweep', of. the com- 
munity. 
The event begins on Apr. 30 
:. with the annual Oarbathon. The 
.. Garbathon will be based out of 
McDonald's restaurant,, with. 
-. registration closing at 1:30 p.m. 
: and !~ the actual event getting 
underway at 2 p.m. Now is the 
• time"to start pl.anning your four- 
to,six member team and com- 
pete for. prizes in a number of- 
..... cate$ories, .including the best 
dressed, most garbage collected, 
: '  best team, best name, youngest 
team and others. 
:. ~,.Terrace's Cleanest Block" is 
• ." a new concept'this year ~v.hich 
• • wil[:ii~it city block agm.'nst city. .  
• !i: block~, Entries will be judged.on. 
: :  how' litter-fre~ streets, and'yards 
are:i:kelpt, and 'pr izes  :will be 
awarded toeach;r~idcnt of the 
. winning b l~k ,~e deadlinef0r. 
:.'".this/event:.Ls .May'6 and entry 
, ~ . , .  
' " : forn~can be picked up at Cana- 
.ii!:: d a Safew@ or tile Chamber of ~ 
:'L Comma.tee, " : . , 
" TheatY'smmual' free:garbage':; 
';~:::.collection ;.will also take place 
• ..--:"din'trig. Pitch-ln week; ,offering ..
• .,. an :: addition"al opportunity for.  
: ,  everyone to help clean, up the 
.- city, Public WOrks spokesman 
• Don Gair says they .will collect 
• ' almost anything between May 1 
and  7 with a. few exceptions --  
no. Cars, trees or'stumps, please. 
• .According to the .Beautifica- 
tion Society's Cleanup Commit-.. 
" tee final arrangements are still 
being worked out with local 
-" schools a0.'d 'more information. 
will be available soon. But if you 
want to become involved in the 
Garbathon, phone George Clark 
at  635-2281 or 635-6551. 'And 
for more information on  the 
C leanest  Block campaign, 
phone Er i c  Johanson  at 
635-7239 or 635-7206. With your 
help, this could be the biggest 
walks and .crgss.wa!)~s on.Keith 
Ave, have been points of discus:' 
sign in many.quarters of Terrace 
during recent months..Mills Me-  
:morial Hospital want~ improve- 
ments to the Tetrault intersec- 
tion. Theturning radius from 
Ke|ih onto Tetraplt on the west- 
ern api~roach is too narrow, and 
the intersection in gen6ral is 
"dangerous" -- the scene of 
se~,erai /notor vehicle accidents. 
And ~Mderman Dave Hull has 
pointed' out the need fo~ side- 
walks and crosswalk~ on Keith, 
part iculary since the new bus 
depot was opened. ' ' 
As.far as sidewalks are con- 
cerned, Director of Engineering, 
Stew Christensen says this year's 
proposed capital budget in- 
cludes an amount to pave the 
sidewalk on the south side of 
. . L  
• ° 
..~. and those am Just the hems. The internationally-acclairned.Vancouver Symphony Orchestra will be playing in 
the'p.E.M. Lee Theatre May 7 as part of an intensive tour of northern B.C:The program will include a premier of a 
work by B.C. cjornposer Michael Conway Baker and the Sibelius Symphony. No. 2. Tickets are on sale at Erwin's 
Jewellers in the Skeena, Mall. . 
Ik tedorsLtd,  / i ks, cross Ridew l wa s 
- -  : eyed  :ty budge . n 
p 
.. In c m t imerior paint'~ l ; 
. : % ~* ;;: 
'Motor:vehicle access andside- pass. Also, councd has asked [ .Armstrong 
If. CATCH THE ACTION 
• ...Vlslt. the Northern Motor Inn, for 
;!! n ight ly :  enter ta inment .  Come to  
. where  the_ ,A¢"IrlON he .i , p 
g 0 
$ 
Christensen to study• the cross- 
walk situation in order to deter, 
mine the'best• location for a 
pedestrian crosswalk. 
Any changes to th e Keith/Tet- 
rault intersection, howe.err, 
may not be made for a while.'An 
RCMP report indicates that, in 
their opinion, statistics and the 
cause of accideiits at that inter- 
section do not indicate ahazard, 
ous intersection. Council adopt' 
ed a Public W.orks Committee 
recommendationto receive the 
RCMP report for information 
and send an "appropriate" re- 
sponse to MMH. 
I I 
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THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR,..  
] 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE... 
This emblem identifies 
the civic.minded 
businessmen who sPonqor 
in the community. 
Terry t48-8i71 
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flooring"* Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper l ;  
"All the supphes you need" 
4610 Lazelle Ave. I, 
l i " " k 635-6600 
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6Prize ' i i": " 
7 Vivacious ii : 
8 SnOw runner 
9 Sheep lick 
12 Motewan 
.14 Continue 
18 Sesame . 
19 Insect egg " ' 
22 Large , : 
23 Top card 
24 Decade 
25 Ddnk slowly , 
21 _ Slmbel 
28 Auto 
29 gelom 
32 Annoys 
35 Get. submarine, hyph, 
36 Ft. coin ' 
38 River rapid s 
39 Ring • • 
4t Flower 
43 Stockings 
44 Ireland 
45 Cosily ' t ~ , 
48 Rescue : 
41 Ocean 
48 Lsbol .. . 
51 Vigor 
/ - 
. . , 
ACROSS" 
I Hoadgoa; ' ' 
' 4 Monk's l i l le 
7 Requesl 
tO Eng. beer 
1 ! Rule 
12 EIongaled fish 
t3 Irritate 
15 Cockatoo palm 
16 Dry 
t7 Unlldily 
20 Perch 
21 E'xplre 
22 Conlllcls 
26 Small amount 
30 Frozen water 
31 Chest bone 
33 Ban 
34 Kind 
37 Stance 
40 Fenihel neckplece 
42 Also 
43 Menages. PI. 
.47 Porllco 
' 49 Bind 
50 Jump 
52 O l l f l t l t  
53 Be wrong 
Ti l ls  WEEKS 
PUZ7,1.E ANSWEIt 
54 Hail! 
55 Grow old 
56 Thing, Inlaw . 
57 Repreeenlqlive, abbr. 
DOWN 
I Clone - ' 
2 Woe is reel 
3 Relate 
4 Complinrnfd 
5 IIiIrequo.I 
m 
4 
m m 
I1 
m 
Is 
4 
- _ - I 
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-g!athers steam 
TERRACE - -  City .council's 
Recreation Committee is look, 
ing over a report filed by the 
Peaks Gymnastics Club which 
indicates the club is well Organ- 
ized and, moving ahead to their 
dream of a new gymnasium 
complex in Terrace. The report 
states that the.club has reason to 
feel Confident they will receive a
$450,000 GO B.C. grant, fund- 
raising bingos are going well 
and are expected to get even 
better, and "brick sales" •will 
begin .soon, giving everyone in 
the community an opportunity 
to contribute toward their $1.4 
million project. 
According to club president 
Erika Neves, the Youth Boxing 
Club and Karate Club have 
joined them in their fundralsing 
efforts and will be helping in the 
brick sales, which don't require 
an immediate outlay o'f cash by 
the purchaser. Neves says the 
purchase of bricks will actually 
be a pledge to be honored when 
tics gymnasium; a permanent 
home for the b0xing club, and a ~ 
third gymnasium for the karate 
club. The third gymanasium 
could also serve as a banquet•or 
meeting room complete with a 
• full kitchen and room for 220 
people. This, she says would 
prov!de a source of revenue for 
the clubs anffhelp maintain the 
complex. Maintenance and op- 
erating costs are estimated at 
$20,000 annually. 
Neves adds that construction 
of the complex could take place 
in two phases which could re- 
duce capital expenditures onthe 
project by about $350,000. The 
first phase •would consist of the 
main gymnasium and entrance 
area with an unfinished second 
floor. The second phase would. 
see the construction of a smaller 
two story gymnasium block and 
the completion of the second 
story in the first phase. The 
proposed site for the complex is 
a piece of crown land east of the construction begins. 
Neves says that when com- courthouse, but the decisionto 
pieted, the concrete block struc- release the land rests with the  
• ture will house a special gymnas- provincial government. 
Grant for fire safety. - 
pletion. ' .... 
The Fire Safety House will be. 
used as a training aid by local 
firefighters "pr0viding~the com- 
munity with 'hands-on' experi- 
• ence in dealing with •fire emer- 
• gency procedures". And it's val- 
ue in teaching children how to 
react in an emergency can't be 
underestimated. " I f  we're 
taught early enough, it stays 
with us," Tremblay said. 
TERRACE- : .  Fire Safety 
House :project coordinator •Ray 
Tremblay was presented, with 
$14,366 in B.C. LotteriesTund- 
ing by MLA Dave Parker during 
the Annual Firefighters Awards 
Banquet last Saturday night. 
According to Tremblay, there 
is still some fundraising to be 
done but the grant brings the 
project one step closer to com- 
TERRACE LITTLE THEATRE 
pe~ts 
S~ Shepard's 
Curse 
Of The 
Starving 
Class 
D ected by Daniel Bamswell 
Nobody looks the 
waytheyare 
~ONIV~ORWCE~ 
~ 11,12,13 ald ~ 18,19, 20 
ALL~Sp~ 
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Six special awards were handed out during the annual Firefighters' Awards Banquet. 
Above, with fire chief Cliff Best, are Trevor Jobb who received his one-year wallet badge, 
Bill Warcup who received special recognition for attending 94 percent of the practices and 
Dale Anweiler who also received his one-year wallet badge. Also honored were Roger 
Leclerc, Ed Haugland and Bill Benzer, who received 10, 15 and 25-year badges respectively 
(photo next week). 
80.0' - , ,000 :.. 
British Columbia 
households benefit 
British Columbia is an attractive place to work and live. 
That combination is putting pressure on the supply of housing. 
The provincial go~ernment is responding: $120 million more will 
be spent on new and enhanced housing programs this year. That 
will bring total spending on housing programs to over $890 
million. 
Province of Bdtish Columbia 
• A renter's tax reduction will be introduced • 
for renters with modest incomes. 
• .Non-profit societies that develop rental 
housing for seniors may be eligible for spedal 
start-up grants of up tO $20,000. 
• The shelter allowance for British Columbians 
receiving income assistance under the GAIN 
progr .ap win be increased in July. 
• "The SAFER program, targeted to seniors 
who are renters, will be significantly .; 
.enhanced in Jul),. Those most in need ~ • 
receive ahigher subsidy -- the rent ceiling 
has been raised and the eligibility age has 
been lowered to 60 years. 
• Bri|ish Columbia will build more than 1,800 ~ 
units of social housing as part of a cost- • 
sharing agreement with the federal 
government. British Columbia will seek to 
significantly increase this number. There are. i.
• already 51,000 units of social housing in the ~- 
province, r 
• The eligibility age for British Columbians to ~/ 
defer their property taxes is being lowered f 
from 65 to 60. ~* -t 
• The home owner grant is being increased by , 
$50, to $430 for 1989. Seniors, the disabled 
and others entitled to the supplementary 
crant will receive an increase'of $70, to $700 
rot 
The one per cent prop ~, purchase tax is 
being .reduced for Briti Columbians who 
have only a small down payment to make 
~igainst the purchase price of their home. 
• The provincial government will provide 
incentives to stimulate pdvate sector 
construction ofnew, affordable rental units. 
Developers will be eligible for interest rate 
assistance on these units. 
Crown land will be made available for rental 
housing developments. The programis " 
targeted to areas where vacancy rates are low 
and land is scarce. 
The provindal government will work with 
municipalities and offer grants for each new 
unit of multiple dwelling mntalhousing 
approved for development. 
The Second Mortgage P/,ogram is being 
improved for quamym home buyers. The 
program is being privatized and to facilitate 
delivery by the private sector; second 
mortgages will be replaced by provincial loan 
a~nJees effective June15, 1989. The limit 
g1~ole houses will then increase from 
$85,000 to $100,000 and the maximum 
assistance available through the program will 
rise from $10,000 to $12,000. 
The Initiatives add up to a comprehensive package to increase, the affordabillty and availability 
of rental housing and to encourage home ownership. For more information, call toll-flee; 435-$656 
on the Lower Mainland or  1-800-66,1-5656 outside of  the Lower Mainland, Monday to Frida3~ 8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Together. A Better B.C. 
lm| | i l l i l  
The Honourable Claude Richmond 
Minister of Social Services and Housing 
The Honourable Mel Couveller 
Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations 
:~ .... ~ i t 
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: Ho ld that  dam • ' . - . '  
someone's intuitionmust have been workm goverUme 
in the-B.C. Hydro corporate headquarters a couple of 
weeks ago. Mere days before the biggest marine oil 
spill in North American history fouled the vJaters!0f 
Prince William Sound in Alaska, Hydro announced a 
10'year, $225 million energy conservation program. 
There is a very direct connection here. According to 
A.H. Rosenfeld of California's Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, the amount of energy that leaked through 
windows in theUnited States • during 1988, expressed 
in barrels of oil, came to 522,000,000. In thesame 
year the quantity of oil,that flowed through the 
Alaska pipeline (terminal t  :Valdez, Where the spill oc- 
curred) came to 740,000,000.. 
The message here is obvious. Energy conservation is 
not only a way to save money on heating bills and 
take pressure off the crown utility, it is also a means • 
that everyone can use individually~ to conserve the en- 
vironment. 
Hydro has been pushing energy conservation i a 
desultory way for years, offering stick-on reminders to 
be placed on walls next to light switches, printing 
household hints to save electricity and mailing them 
out with the hi-monthly bills, offering advice on in- 
sulating and weatherstripping.., and contemplating 
one megaproject after an0ther:to increase generating 
capacity. But now they seem tohave gotten sertous " 
about• energy conservation. 
They're offering money. 
But not just yet. Hydro chairman Larry Bell says 
that $200 million of the program will go toward con- 
servation incentives described as ,'energy efficient 
technologies", with details to be announced la ter .  
The programs arealsol directedat municipalities and 
schools, and the total effect - -  with public coopera- 
tion - -  according to Hydro: estimates could be as 
much as 2,200 gigawatts of "freed up" 'e!ectriqity by 
1998. That's one medium-sized am that won'thave 
to be built (remember the Stikine project? The plans 
: are stilL around), 
But if Hydro is going to go through a conscience- 
hess raising project with the B~C. public, they should 
"play fair and deliver. The Burrard Thermal Plant was 
fired upa few months ago, and private applications 
have been made to build a dam near Trail: not for the. 
future needs0f~B:C.,/but !osell export electricity to 
theU.S. • " " ' ' 
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Wednesday 
. : :  • . . 
by Bob Jackman 
Dear Mr. and/or Ms. Editor: 
Ple as..~, please, please: . -
print Bill's' letter~!' "ll]e!very' 
foundations of democracy were 
built upon freedom of speech. 
It's absolutely intolerable that 
only reasonable, rational 
thought can be considered 
suitable fodder for the reading 
public. Borrrriifigl ~ 
I used to bite my lip (and 
harness my pen) when I'd read 
something that some ludicrous- 
ly lunatic lying leftie launched. 
When an issue arose coinciding 
with the monthly meeting of 
the Labour Council, you could 
be certain that the radical reds 
running rampant would write 
reams_of ridiculous rubbish, 
relishing their rich and reliably 
righteous replies. 
Surer than sure, wily Willie 
would wield a Wild webuttal (so 
I cheated a littlel), and surer 
than sure, edito~,s editted, ef- 
fectively ending everyone's 
elucidation and edification. 
Can a man who decides in 
the middle of a potentially ex- 
plosive labor situation to 
distribute aatiunion posters in 
an l.W.A.-certified sawmill 
parking lot be all bad? Should ..... 
we sneer at a citizen who when 
told to jump by his Premier is 
on the way up= before asking 
.'How high?' If you're.adirty 
Commie pinko hippie freak; 
why should you be offended by 
someone calling you a dirty 
Commie pinko hippie freak? 
Let's get seriousl 
Someone has to tell the rest 
of us apathetic androids that 
Kltimat Council is holding 
secret meetings with high-level 
Kremlin officials deep in the 
bowels of &ussian ships in 
.i:~ouglas Channel (probably 
named after Tom~ -- and we 
know which way his l~nd~tUn 
swung, don,t we?). How would 
• we know that Hitler wai ~t |¢f- 
tie unless someone told us that 
'racis~ are lefties, leaders who 
snuff mi~ons of people ...... 
because of their religion, are 
racist, therefore...' (but I'm 
sure you took Philosophy 101 
tool) Funny, I thought racism 
had to do with race, not 
religion, but there you go -- 
you don't learn everything 
there is to know in school. All 
the more reason to print Bill's 
[ .nO j °  ' 
letters. 
My pendulum analogy is not 
a particularly good one, 
because it places the radical eft 
a,d the radical right far apart. 
A full circle is perhaps better. 
with the average person at one 
point and the more political 
moving in opposite directions 
from that point. The further 
you move, the more dangerous 
people become, and flakier, 
and less tolerant. The far right 
~d the farieft then merge in a 
twilight zone that produces 
partnerships on issues like Sun- 
day Shopping. 
Interestingly enough, the 
fanatics went crazy when bingo 
came to town, and were at the 
for~efront.when Sunday Shop- 
pifig wa~'bemg debated. I know 
a lot of very good people had 
some very good reasons for 
their positions on these issues, 
but it's also true that the diz- 
zies were at a fever pitch. Odd- 
!y; We've hadstrippers ata 
local hotel for a month now, 
and nobody's aid a word. 
Maybe the far right whackos 
haven't heard about it, and the 
far left are pleased that the 
girls make more than minimum 
wage. I don't knowl 
I usedto enjoy satire. One of 
my term papers dissected John 
Dryden. l.read Gulliver's 
Travels and a few other great 
books before succumbing to a 
, rook and roll hfestyle. After 
imd re, I bmune an ac- 
I I  
. f  
• countant for a few years, 
almost by accident does 
anyone become an accountant 
on purpose? -- and that effec- 
tively killed my sense of " " 
humor. My boss didn't see the 
humor in putting my petty cash 
'vendor code' on the 
company's property tax 
payments, and as my hair 
started to creep down over my 
collar I could hear him mutter- 
ing from time to time, 'dnrdy- 
gommiepingohibbiefrecg'. 
So I came to Terrace. Nice 
town. Worked-in personnel, 
got moved but not fired during 
the recession, cut my hair, 
bought a tie and ran for Coun- 
cil. Walkedinto asecond floor 
office behind the theater look- 
ing for votes and talked to a 
guy who I found out years later 
was Frank Howard's campaign 
chairman (you remember 
Frmlk? Sorry.) As I descended 
the stairs, I could hear him 
muttering, something like 'dur- 
dysh0rthairnatsycumpnygeek'. 
And people started to tell me 
where I could go for a drink, 
or dinner, and who I could sit 
with; and who did what tO.  
whom20 years ago and how I 
could be the instrument of 
retribution. And they were 
dead serionsl I kid you notl 
(But then, you probably know 
some of them.) 
What a self-limiting way to 
livel Some of the more 
moderate l fties and righties 
seemed to get along okay, and 
if you found yourself in a 
room with one you estimated 
your survival chances as fair to 
good. With the diehards, it was 
a little tougher. 
I guess what I'm getting at 
here is that a lot of that 
deepseated animosity has disap- 
peared over the last couple of 
years. Some of it moved out of 
0ontlnued on page• 23 
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Whatdid you do during 
your spring holiday? . : , : ,  
Vle~ Anderson 
We went to the water 
slides, I played with my 
friend Kim and went to 
E.T. Kenney playground a 
couple of times. We also 
had a picnic at E.T. Ken- 
nay. 
Kim Porter 
I played with my friend 
Vicky,  watched my 
brother build a bird house, 
played video games.., and 
that's about it. 
Loretta Henyu 
I went up to Iskut for 
four days, my mother took 
my baby sister up to show 
to my grandma, and I went 
skating and went to the 
playground there. And 
then, I;came back and I. 
Just played here (E,T. Ken- 
'ney playground). 
DwaYne Tashoots Tamadt MoKenzle Tommy Tashoots 
I went up north to Iskut I went to the water I went up north to Iskut 
and skated and played a slides and then I went to for four ,days and'went 
gameof  Skateboard. We Prince Rupert and ,played skating and fishing.When 
went hunting for a while, with my friends and I mov. we came backwe went to 
up Iskut Mountain at a ed toTerrace.., that'sall, the water slides and then 
place called Loon Beak, " ' " " •.went climbing up '83rock 
and I shot a bear - -  it was (Terrace Mountain Grad 
Just a black bear. And '83sign). 
then I came back down , : 
hate -and  just , foo led-  i ;, 
around at this park (E.T. . . . .  ~:- ::::i~iii!!!::~ ii~!i 
Kenney playground). *, :;~ ~. ' , -  
i i  
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Letters to the: Editor . . . , .  
Developmenti 
To the Editor; 
The integrated management 
of our valuable natura l  
resources concerns us all, and 
there is an increasing demand 
from anenvironmentally-aware 
public for more-diligent and 
scrupulous management of 
them. 
As your MLA, I am pleased to 
report that our provincial 
government has supported 
economic development policies 
that reflect a ;commitment to a 
healthy, sustainable environ; 
ment. We must ensure that 
economic development co-exists: 
in harmony with the environ- 
ment by "anticipating and 
preventing", rather than "re- 
acting and repairing". To ensure 
a sustainable nvironment, we 
must anticipate future demands 
on our resources, accurately 
assess environmental •impacts 
and develop responsible 
strategies and initiatives. This 
message was emphasized by the 
Minister of the Environment, 
the Honourable Bruce•Strachan, 
in a recent address to the British 
Columbia Forestry Association, 
and I strongly endorse the high 
priority our government has 
placed on this important issue. 
Our government shares in the 
responsibility of a sustainable 
environment and has im- 
plemented many integrated 
management mechanisms that 
link the environment and the 
economy. Most recently, a Task 
Force on the Environment and 
Economy was appointed, 
chaired by U.B.C. President 
David Strangway, and including 
members from government, in- 
dustry, environmental and  
native groups. 
The Task Force will make rec- 
ommendations to government in
several vital areas which will in- 
clude: establishing a permanent 
environment 
forum of public~tnd private sec- 
tor decision-makers to advise on 
• the !ntegratign of environmental .~. 
management and economic 
development; developing a pro- 
vincial conservation strategy 
aimed at long term environmen- 
tal protection and effective 
resource use; and promoting un- 
derstanding of the bond between 
'the environment and economy 
through environmental educa- 
tion. 
Our government is committed 
tO faking a leading role in in- 
tegrated resource management 
and to do this we must do even 
more to protect and preserve our 
environment. The most effective 
way of achievi.ng this objective is 
to address issues related to en- 
vironmentai and economic sus- 
talnability before, not after 
resource allocation decisions are 
made. 
This will also mean that there 
will be tough regulations and 
severe penalties for non- 
compliance. That kind of safety 
net is needed to protect against 
those who do not meet their 
responsibilities as environmental 
citizens. 
It is the intention of our 
government to ensure integrated 
resource management i  British 
Columbia receives top priority. 
That means increased public 
education, multi-sectoral par- 
ticipation in planning en- 
vironmentally sound economic 
development, and rigorous en- 
forcement of environmental 
law. In this way: we can build 
"anticipate and prevent" into 
integrated resource management 
and help ensure our rich 
resource base can support the 
demands of today's and to- 
morrow's users. 
Dave Parker, Registered 
Professional Forester, 
MLA --  Skeena. 
- -  More  letters on page  6 
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"~;~;!i~,~!i~ TEe Mutual Group since !S68 
' ~ i ' ~  Skeena Mall, Terrace ' 
Frank Denahue 
AGENT 
STAFF Maureen Buck: reception 
Pam Biffle: sales assistant 
Courteous • Caring, Compamt 
SERVICE Family Financial Planning 
reasonable programs: attainable* 
goals. Solid Performance 
WE OFFER 
Trust Deposits (C.D.I.C.) 
Mutual Funds (7 investments) 
Deferred Annuities (float to 15 years) 
R.R.S.P. (RETIREMENTCanadian top 10) 
R,E.S.P. (EDUCATION Canadian# 1) 
R.R.I.F. (PENSION shop 50 co's) 
Life Insurance: term & universal life plans 
Disability Insurance: customized to your needs 
Group Benefits 
We Do It Better 
Call 6.15-2387 or drop by our office 
Monday to Saturday 9:30 to 6:00: Friday til 9:00:; 
I I I I  
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Dieting is the pits. It's not 
fair that some people should 
get to eat anything they want 
andstay slim, while I'm eating 
10w-far'yogurt, dreaming of 
Double Stuff Oreos. 
I haven't tried all the diets 
out-.in the marl~et, but I have 
read them aft i, Usually while I 'm 
~eafing a u gr~itin potato chips. 
From all this knowledge, I've 
devised some basic rules per- 
taining to weight loss. 
StePhanle's Rules 
of Dieting 
Rule #1: If the label says 
"lowcalorie", it's not going t.o, 
taste as good as the real th!ng, 
so get used to eating the diet 
slop. We might as well face 
facts." 
Rule #2: When they tell you 
to drink eight glasses of water 
dally, white wine spritzers or 
"Labatt's Lite" will not suf. 
Blind 
dec is ion ,  
TERRACE-  As a part of the 
city hall renovation project, the 
municipal council has chosen 
, "Abbey" wind0w,blinds at a 
Cost of $5;785. TerraceBuilders 
Center was the successful bidder 
with the lowest bid on the speci- 
fied blinds. 
A bid of $5,597 was submitted 
by CMO Carpets but this was on 
'Levelor' blinds and in making 
his recommendation to council, 
Director of Engineering Stew 
Christensen said the Abbey units 
are preferable. 
"Brad North, Building Main- 
tenance Foreman, compared the 
two types and also spoke to the 
consultant," wrote Christensen. 
"It was determined that  the 
fabric and construction of the 
specified blinds were considered 
preferable." 
Other bids tendered came 
from Rainbow Fabrics and Win- 
dow Coverage for $6,196, CMO 
Carpets for $6,615 on Abbey 
units and from Terrace Interiors 
for $6,438 on Leyelor units. 
t% " 
±. .  
The way 
l see it...  
by Stephanle Wlebe 
i 
rice. They really m~an,"drink 
water,=~:~ arcl~c, }Sti. t'it? 
Rul~!~: If you'r~ in a social 
situation when cheesecake with 
cherries on top suddenly ap- 
pears before you, don't fight 
destinyT.Godlwants: youto eat 
it. Otherwise.;it wouldn't be 
there~ 
Rule #4: When it comes to • 
thick, crusty bread "with • creamy 
garlic butter slathered m, er it, 
the calorie count is the same 
whether you loudly protest, 
"Oh I.really can't[", and the 
grudgingly nibble it, or  simply 
cram it 'into •your. drooling 
mouth without a verbal strug- 
:gle..So don'tltalk -- eat. 
... Rule #5: If you can eat it 
without dirtying .a plate, it's 
probably all right to have two. 
Rule #6:. Sprinkling oat bran 
on chocolate pudding does not 
absolveyou of the guilt. Eat 
the puddingplain. 
Rule .#7: Restaurant dining 
- -  When you're having chicken 
broth.and green sa:lad and the 
slim person ex(t0! you orders 
a buttery MOnte Cristo sand- 
wich with fries, raise an eye- 
brow and .stare at them dis- 
approvingly. Obviously these 
people have a personality 
disorder. Never encourage this 
"show-off'" behavior. • ' 
I'm not actually losing any 
weight yet, but any day now I 
expect o drop 30 pounds ud- 
denly. After all, God wanted 
me to eat that cheesecake, or
else it wouldn't have been 
there, right?. 
• . .  . L . , , .  . " 
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The Fermi Questions at the recent:UBC Physics Oiymp!os were one of the most challenging 
events of all. But if you get a question like "how many nitrogen atoms are contained within 
the Terrace arena?", maybe you should be a part of the groupabove. Caledonia Science 
Club students Nathan Wilkersen, Matthew Albert, Jeff Tupper, Jeremy Smith and Tony Mar- 
ques are seen above working on just such a question. Allen. Wootton photo. 
Letters to the Editor 
Collective 'capitalism' in our forests 
To the Editor; 
It is coinmon to hear 
capital ists  mock Soviet 
economic organizations, par- 
ticularly their failing farming 
practices , with their system of 
over-centralized power and 
policies. 
find some strong "Oddly, I 
comparisons between the Soviet 
system and corporate Tree Farm 
forestry in B.C. Both govern- 
ments are dominate~l 'b2~ central 
planning policies, carried out by 
oligarchic organizations..The 
Tree Farm system gives 'collec- 
tive' capitalism monopoly over 
tree cutting rights just as 'cor- 
porate' communism has a 
monopoly on the soil. Both have 
Chime abandons latest 
taxi license appeal 
abandoned her most recent ap- 
peal because the hearing will be 
held in Victoria. 
"If  the hearing had been held 
here in Terrace I could have 
brought 50 witnesses," she 
stated. 
• Regu lar  
18 Games 
TERRACE - -  After years of 
effort and tWO separate applica- 
tions and appeals, Chimo Deliv- 
ery proprietor Ada Solow0niuk 
has given up trying to start a 
second taxi company here. 
In a letter dated March 20 to 
Dorell Taylor, appeals clerk for, 
Order-in-Council adminstra- 
tion, Solowoniuk says she has 
Terrace:Centennial Lions 
• LADiF .S  
D,A ON. ...... 
DINNER 
April 15 
Inn of the 
lqa~ e~ ~o~ 
~o~ ~' .~ 
-~Picture courtesy of Sure Exposure 
Enter at Erwin Jewelers 
before 5 p.m., April 14! 
Tickets on sale at Erwin Jewelers in the 
Terrace Shopping Centre Centre, 
~ee 
squeezed out or engulfed the 
small, independent free market 
businesses, with government 
policies being the main weapon. 
Both are notorious for resource 
waste and worker inefficiency. 
Both are dominated by mono- 
culture and Chemical farming 
practices. 
Both are transforming their 
systems. The Soviets are 
cautiously changing; allowing 
more market freedom; more de- 
centralized, independent and 
regional control. Here in B.C. 
there is a huge push, particularl3/ 
be foreign corporate interests 
and the Forest Minister Dave 
parker, to further the monopoly 
powers over cutting rights; to 
further the concentrated control 
over silviculture, wildlife and 
other values derived from the 
forests. 
We should be doing the up: 
posite. The wood should be cut 
then sold on a free market where 
all companies large and small 
can compete on a 'level playing 
field'. The responsibility for 
determining the amount of 
wood cut, the type of silviculture 
and policies for wildlife should 
be decentralized and dealt with 
, at the regional government le~,el. 
William Hayes, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Successful 
carnival 
To the Editor; 
The Terrace Figure Skating 
Club was delighted withthe suc- 
cess of its recent carnival, and 
the. members wish to thank the 
community for its support. In 
particular, we wish to thank the 
Kermode Friendship Centre for 
letting us use their excellent 
facilities for working bees, our 
I 
guest skater Norman Proft'and 
Veritas School for use of office 
equipment. 
We are grateful for donations 
from numerous local.merchants 
and businesses for donations of 
goods and services. 
We thank every0ne t for their 
generous upport. 
Judy Tessaro, 
' Terrace Figure 
Skating Club. 
- ) 
DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 P.M. 
- OOQe e .  
Lucky Dollar Bingo. Palace 
,. 4818 Highway 16 West 
SUNDAY: Terrace Athletics Association 
MONDAY: Terrace Minor Hockey 
TUESDAY: Kermode Friendship Society 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim Ch 
THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets 
Ladies of the Royal Purple 
FRIDAY: Canadian Paraplegic Association 
SATURDAY: B.C. Paraplegic Foundation ..... : 
Late Night -- Terrace Peaks Gymnastic Club 
Kinsmen Club (Alternate) 
EVERYONE WELCOME! : E i~t ta  :i~ 
(Age14 years and up) "6 Games ! 
Thank you/Have  a Nice dayl 
1 
~:~i~ School District #88 (Terrace) 
<recently announced the appoint' 
:. ment Of Dave Crawley to the 
principalship o f  Clarence 
:Michiel Elementary School for 
1989-90 school • year. 
lowed him to return to  the 
Northwest teaching Social 
Studies and English at Thornhill 
Juhior Secondary School. 
In 1977, School (District #88 
i 'ecognized the value Of .the: 
Crawley, nowprincipalof cop- . :crawley's  education in 
per Mounta in  Elementary Psychology, and his ability .to 
:School; brings with'him13 years transfer: those:skills to the. job, 
ofexperience in the'district and and he was given the position of 
princlPail 
Michiel 
his Masters degree at the Univer- 
Sity of.British Columbia in 1983. 
and at the same time accepted 
the prihcipalsldp of Clarence 
Michiel Elementary..A year later 
he ffansferred to Copper Moun- 
tain Elementary and  has held 
that position ever since. 
Now facing amove, he says he 
takes great pride in being a part 
"Will be taking over from 
i: Clarence Michiel principal Rick 
Olson,:wh 0 Will. be taking .a 
year's leave of a.bsence for travel 
and studybeginning this fall.. 
.. Crawley .was-born and raised 
in .Prince Rupert and graduated 
from the University of victoria 
in 1976 with a Bachelor of Arts 
in Psychology and a Secondary 
Education major. Following his 
graduation, he accepted an 
employment Opportunity with 
School District #88 which ai- 
Counsellor at Thornhill Junior of the Copper Mountain cam- 
Secondary while he continued to • munity but sees• his move. to. a 
teach part-time, larger sch061~as  step up in-his 
Six years later, he was pro- 
moted to District Itinerant 
Counsellor in the Terrace area at 
the Elementary level. During ~ 
this time,: he dealt with 
behavioral problems and acted 
as the liaison person between the 
District, Social Services and 
Housing and Probation. 
Crawley began using his spare 
time and summers to work on 
career. Crawley describes COp- 
per Mountain Elementary as a 
"smal l ,  community-based 
school", and while academics 
and extracurricular ctivities are 
important, he says the school's 
involvement in community pro- 
jects gives it a unique charac~r. 
"I'm.going to miss my great 
staff. Anyone coming in will 
benefit greatly from their pro- 
Caledonia honor roll 
Bill Sturn; principal of 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School, released .last week the 
names of students who qualified 
for the honor roll in the final 
reporting period. All students 
wrote the Grade 11 and 12 
government exams. 
Outstanding Achievement in- 
dicates a grade point average 
greater than or equal to 3.50. 
Meritorious Achievement in- 
dicates a grade point average 
greater than or equal to 3.25. 
Honourable Mention indieates~a 
grade point average greater than 
or equal to 3.00. 
Outstanding Achievement: 
Chloe Asti-Rose, Teresa Ban- 
ulster, Ernest Bueckert, Josh 
Eades, Keith Fell, Ben Foote, 
Shelley Giesbrecht, Darrin Hud- 
son, Karen Karu, Susan Lynn 
Kelly, Janet Lennox, Rose 
tenser, -Randy Musselman, 
Nina Parr, Scott Peden, Karen 
(Kelly) Pegg, Tracy Reynolds, 
Edward Roodzant, Jeremy 
Smith, Theresa Taron, Tina 
Thomas, Jeff Tupper, Megan 
Walker, Rebecca Wilkerson, 
Rick Yip. 
Meritorious Achievement: 
Derek. Andrews, Andy Davis, 
Victor Dhanii, Jennifer Dew, 
Cory Killoran, Tony Marques, 
Rosalee Morgan, Ranjit Par- 
mar, Betty Raposo, Elizabeth 
Sluys, Emerson Squires, Kiera 
Sundberg, Nina Teixeira. 
Honourable Mention: Kara 
Alleman, Charles B~verstock, 
Tracy Bury, Rodney Campbell, 
Anil Doel, Jan Anthony Edgar, 
Lame Fisher, Al Fleischmann, 
Rhiannon George, Scott 
Hansen, Garrett Hidber, Wyatt 
Jackson, Pare Kerr, Jenine 
Krause, Shane McColman, 
Bruce Neid, Kathleen Pringle, 
Jason Rempel, Michelle 
Rolfsen, Patty Sharpies, Tom- 
my Shippit, Selena Tank, 
Shauna Towriss,.Brian Wilson. 
,We care 
Should children attend funerals? i f  they're old 
enough to ask about them, the answer Is yes. But 
what do you  say to a child? Often adults will 
eliminate children front decisions withOUt ex- 
planar'Ions and the child is confused. But 
children are a part of the family; they're hurting 
as much as youare, it's natural. Take the time to 
Include them In decisions with you and help them 
to say good-bye too. Your B.C. Funeral 
Assoelation has skilled counsellors available to 
answer all the bewildering and confusing 
emotions you and your children may have at the 
time era family loss. They're glad to talk to you 
24 hours a day and it doesn't cost a cent. 
Your local Funeral Director, a member of  the B.C. 
Funeral Association is there when you need 
assistance. Contact the B.C. Funeral Association _ 
for the affiliated member nearest you. 
MacKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICE LTD. 
id TERRACE CREMATORIUM 
Cotwerned Personal Be'r~tce 
In 'Th, e Northwest ,~tnce 191~6 
BRONZE PLAQUES & MONUMENTS 
TERRACE-635.2444 
Funeral 
A$$oclatlon 
I " [ " / . . . . . . .  r l  " " -  ( . . . . .  : ]  . . . . .  r r ] "  l T I -  / . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
fessionaiism and caring attitude 
about.kids," Crawley says. But 
he's also looking forward to.the 
challenge of his new position in 
a similar light. "Under Rick 
Olson, Clarence Michiel has 
been a lighthouse in the com- 
munity. A lot of his ideas in 
education are great and I'm in- 
terested in maintaining those 
kinds of things." 
And he's also looking forward 
to the greater variety of pro- 
grams that exist at Clarence 
Michiel as well. Special Educa- 
tion, Gifted and Talented 
Education (GATE), and Native 
• Educati0ii'~e a few that f0rhim 
will be new. "AS a long time 
resident of the area," he says, 
"I'm comfortable and familiar 
o 
with some of the special needs of 
children of other cultures." 
! 
Kltimat Smelter 
Douglas ~ J "~IR  11 
Oala River 
Kildala '~ l~J  "q[ IR 4 
Arm f lg i /  
Kildala~L~e4"l'9[ IR 10 
River q'- ql 
::1!" . . . . . .  
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Character.building extraourdcular sports are impor- 
tant, but academics are too. Above, Copper Mountain 
Elementary principal D&we Crawley goes over the latest 
posting of Achievement Awards with Chris Leclerc and 
Mike Back.. Crawley will assume principal's duties at 
Clarence Michlel school in September. 
¢ 
Kemanb-Kitimat 
Transmission Lit 
Analyst to study 
city's computers 
Gardner Canal 
._TERRACE-- City council has 
adopted a Finance Committee 
recommendation and hired 
Sierra Consultants Inc. to 
analyze the ~ city's computer 
systems and make recommenda- 
tions if any changes are re- 
quired. Cost of the study will be- 
$12,620 --  $10,800 for the com- 
pany's fee and $1,820 for ex- 
penses. 
Kemano River 
Kemano Ba 
The city recently entered into 
a lease arrangement for a larger 
mainframe computer and pur- 
chased two new modems to up- 
date the System. Sierra Consult- 
ants will review the present com- 
puter network and software be- 
ing used. The city's old com- 
puter will be moved to the 
library. 
Kemano Pew( 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
:an's Kemano-Kitimat 
voltage transmission 
line is built on private 
)perty except where it 
crosses Indian Reser- 
vations, as shown 
on the map. 
3passing and Hunting 
are not permitted on 
| -% 
• :2 - " 
AlcanSmelters and Chemicals Ltd 
Alcan transmission 
line properties. 
IRef. Wildlife Act sec. 
13 (b). 
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Full house for Loggers' Bo nspiel 
The annuai Terrace Men's Loggers' Bonspiel at- 
tr~cteda ftiU house of 64 tcttms on Easter weekend, with 
threeofthe six major awards g0ing'to Prince Rupert en- 
tries. 
Outside teams came f rom : Smithers' Ed Collinson came 
Kitimat, Pr ince Rupert,  on to win'C ' event bT beating 
Smithers, Hazelton, Houston, Terrace's DoUg McKay 8-3 in 
Burns Lake, Quesne!, Cassiar; the deciding contest. Ken Blanes 
wou~id:~up~ ~ third~: :~l~ilell W~ilter Calgary, Prince George, Lantz-i 
ville and Vancouver. 
Ken Bazansky's Prince Rupert 
foursome won the grand 
challenge playoff which featured 
finalists in 'A"and 'B' events. 
In the grand challenge semis, ~ 
Bazansky downed clubmate Bob 
Mintenko 10-4 while ~ former 
Terrace curler Allen Jacques of 
Quesnel was losing 9-8 to John 
Heighington of Terrace in an ex- 
tra end. 
Bazansky then beat Heighing- 
ton 9-5 for the G.C. title. 
In 'A' event, Jacques stole 
two in the 10th end to beat 
Bazansky 6-5.1 Veteran ,Kitimat 
curler Gary Habingerwo.und up 
in third place while Dale Walker 
of Terrace finished fourth. 
Mintenko won 'B' event by• 
scoring a 7-0 victory over 
Heighington i  the final. Charlie 
Radford of Calgary picked off 
third spot. Allen Hobson of 
Lantzville won fourth. 
Worsfold took fourth. Both 
finks are local. 
It was another Rupert win in 
'D' event as Brian Holkestad 
scored a 7-3 victory over• Ter- 
race's Dennis Williams in the 
final. Third. and fourth places 
went to Larry Burke and Dennis 
Booth. Both are local rinks. 
In 'E' event (the survival-of- 
the,fittest event), Ron Townley 
of Terrace came out on top by 
beating Glen Baker of Smithers 
7-4 in the title game. Dan Har- 
rison of Cassiar placed third 
while Bob Cammidge of Terrace 
was fourth. 
The spiel ran over five days. 
They had two local draws on 
Wednesday the22nd, then went 
into round-the-clock curling 
starting next night. 
It finished on Sunday the 26th 
before a packed house at the 
rink. 
Walker  to cur l . . in  .... 
, postal championsh ip  
Terrace will be represented at 
the Canadian National Postal 
:-i:Curling Championships, this 
-~week in Summerside, Prince Ed- 
=.;~ard Is land..  , " 
~'~; Terrace postieDale Walker is 
~ skip of the B.C. entry in. the 
": 12-team round-robin tourna- 
ment, having won the provincial 
title at a 14-team playoff in Vic- 
toria in late Janu.ary. 
• Skips at the B.C.' playdowns 
were allowed to pick their teams 
from post offices' other than 
their own, so Walker ended up 
with third Jim Grifffths of 
Chi l l iwack,  second Don 
Hagstrom of Victoria, and lead 
Rick Filleul of Vancouver. 
They left for P.E.I. last Fri- 
day and return aboutApri110th. 
Walker told us the top teams 
hoid:a sudden-death piayoff at 
the~ompletion f round-robin.. 
• .,Kit im at te amtops  
non-contact hockey 
The Wee Geordies team came 
out the winner at Kitimat's an- 
nual non-contact hockey league 
tournament on March 25 
weekend. . They downed Weldall 
each entry playing three round- 
robin games. The tOl~ four then 
advanced tO semi, finals and 
*. ~.f 
finals. 
Several individual awards 
4-1 in the championship game. were handed out, ash.well as 
Third place went to Alcixn ~ MVP honors to each'of them. 
with their 5-4 victory over North Individual winners were as 
Coast Wranglers. 
It was a seven-team series with 
Boxing in 
Ter race  
. .Boxing fans can see the best of 
the Northwest this Saturday 
night when the Terrace Boxing 
Club hosts eight to 10 bouts at. 
C4mle Hall school. 
Organizer Gary Lok ha~ f l~t-  
ers coming from Prince Rupert 
to Burns Lake to fill out the 
card. Action siam at 6:30 p ,m.  
Admission b $3 for adults and: 
$1,5@ for s/udents and children. 
follows: 
High scorer Mike Corriea, 
Weldall. 
Most Valuable Player -- Brad 
Owen, Wee Geordies. 
Best goalie --  Jim Morris, 
Alcan. 
Best fo rward-  Crain Inge- 
brigtsen, Wranglers. 
Best defenceman ,: . , John 
Aiken, Wee Geordies. ~ 
Sportsmanlike player --Brad 
~ley, Alcan, ~ :~.' 
'Team MVP winners were lan 
Buick (Schooley Sports), Ron 
Egan.(Weldall), Kevin Graham 
(Wee Geordies), Angelo Cap- 
Ken Bazaneky's Prince Rupert team won the grand challenge award, plus second place in 
'A' event at the Terrace Loggers' annual Bonsplel on Easter weekend. 
The only Terrace team winning an event at the annual Loggers' Bonsplel Eastef weekend 
v¢~_ :the~Ron "[ownley entry. The won 'E' event over Glen Baker of Smithers. ,., 
Coming events in local sports 
• ~at ' s  youth soccer annual Terrace Minor Softball is 
gene~eet ing  is on Wednes- sponsoring a level-one coaching 
day night at 7:30 at the clinic April 22nd and 23rd. The 
Riverlodge activity room. All in- fee is $30. To sign up, contact 
terested please attend, 
Youngsters are asked to bring 
one •parent with them. Minor 
hockey's annual general meeting 
is Monday, April 24 at 7:30 p;m, 
Kitimat's minOr 'fun' softball 
league f6r boys and girls aged level-one clinic April i5, plus a 
eight • to 16~:and T-ball for youth referee clinic on April 22. 
youngsters aged five to seven For information and registra- 
will have registration this com- tion, phone Muriel at 632-3618. 
ing Sat~day from 10 a.m. to 2 • A couple of upcoming items 
p,m. at the City Centre Mall. In ,  from Terrace Minor Hockey. 
available 
Barb Cooper at 638-0452. in the library basement (use rear 
Another coaches' clinic corn-, door). Nominees for executive 
ing Up is Kitimat's youth soccer positions will be posted at the 
arena by Aprill0th, 
Terrace Youth Soccer plans tt 
referee's clinic in conjunction 
with the Northwest Soccer 
Referee's Association on April 
pello (H-A-K), .Charlie Porter. formation: is from 
(Wranglers), Andre Jean (Old, Austin Syrne (639.9478) or 
timers), Ron Wakita (Alcan). Kevin Finn (632,25gS). • ,,. 
Their annual awards banquet is iSth. Tosignup or get informa, 
Wednesday, April 19 at 6 p,m, tion, ph0ne Richard Hassett at. 
atThornhill Community HaIL 635,6849. - ' ' - " .  i~  
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Another Prince Rupert winner at the Terrace Loggers' Bonsplel on Easter weekend was the 
Brian Holkestad rink. He beat Terrace's Dennis Williams in the final. 
/ .  
'C' event went to Ed Colllnson of Smithers at the Easter weekend's annual Terrace Loggers' 
Bonsplel. He beat Doug McKay of Terrace In the final. 
The scores (Ire... 
TERRACE MEN'S ANNUAL LOGGERS' BONSPIEL ON EASTER WEEKEND 
FINALS STANDINGS IN ORDER OF FINISH 
'A' EVENT 
1 - -  Allen Jacques (Queenel) 
2 - -  Ken Bazansky (Prince Rupert) 
3 - -  Gary Habln0er (Kltlmat) 
4 - -  Dale Walker (Terrace) 
'D' EVENT 
' - -  Brian Holkestad (Prince Rupert) 
2 - -  Dennis Williams (Terrace) 
3 - -  Larry Burke (Terrace) 
4 - -  Dennis Booth (Terrace) 
' 2 - -  Doug McKay (Terrace) L . S;~;  ~ :. 2 -- , John. HelohJngton (Terrace) 
3 - -  Ken Blsnes (Terrace) ,:--~~ r '~  `'~ ~* :' ; ~ " 3 i BOb Mlntenl~o (Pdnce Rupert) 
4 - -  Walter Womfold (Terrace) 4 ~ Allen Jacques (Quesnel) 
Snnnsorad  hv  . . . .  . , :  
'B'  EVENT ' "  'E' EVENT 
1 - -  Bob Mlntenko (Prince Rupert) . . . . . . .  ~ L 1"--  Ron Townley (Terrace) 
• 2 - -  John Heighlngton (Terrece) • : ~ ,.~,~,-. 2"  Glen Baker (Bmithere) 
3 - -  Charlle Radford (Calgary) ~ :~ ~.3 - -  Dan HMleon (Oiumler) 
4 - -  Allen Hobson (Lantzvllle). i:~ :: , :  - , ,4 ' .  Bob C~mmldGe (Terrace) 
'C' EVENT GR),ND CHALLENGE " 
1 - -  Ed Gollinson (Smithere) Ken Bazeneky (Pdnoe Rupert).  
ponsored by..... 
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:lnkumnce Agency for 
- : ... ' : ~-~.HomeeLifee. Fire 
] ' i f t~  :~ ' . i i~:.Boat.Bus,nes$ 
Braid Insurance 
i Come int0  our office of 
~"  " 4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace . I "; k~lV l l~ l i l [ l l  1" 
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An infected ai~lde .kept Ter- matchup would be a continua- 
tion of a lengthy rivalry betw~n . race's Jeff Sharpies out of the 
Detroit Red Wings' lineup for 
three Weeks, but he's back now 
and hot to trot for the NHL 
playoffs. 
Sharpies, was. hurt in 
February. . .  
• "I'd. taken a shot just above 
the foot," he told us in a phone 
call to Detroit. " I t  broke the 
skin and next thing ! knew.! had 
an infectiori in the snide. ' 
"I couldn't even walk on it, so 
they put me on crutches for a 
week and a half." 
He started skating again in 
mid-March and got back into 
the lineup two weeks ago. 
"Things are starting to Jook 
up now, although there's still 
some swelling. We just pad it up 
and the doctor said.it's okay to 
play as long as it doesn't bother 
me." 
The problem of an over- 
abundance of defencemen 
meant Jeff was sitting out just as 
many games as he got to play. 
But, he says, they're now down 
to seven and he's playing just 
about every game. 
"He (coach Jacques Demers) 
is trying to keep everyone in the 
playoffs. For a while I was odd 
man out. Now I'm back in on a 
regular spot and shouldbe play- 
ing steady shifts in  the 
playoffs." 
Jeff said he'll get a chance to 
play in the first• rounds of the 
playoffs instead of coming in for 
the third or fourth rounds as he 
did last season. 
Jeff figured the Wings would 
tangle w i th  Chicago Black 
Hawks in the opening playoff 
them. 
"They (Chicago).give US 
• tough games," he pointed out. 
" It 's going tobe a real battle for 
us to get out of our division this 
year. You know our team has 
gone .through quite, a bit  o f  
adversity. There'ssome pressure s 
because we've bee~ in the final 
four the last two years and won 
the Norris division. We usually 
rise to the occasion against these 
teams, and hopefu|ly we'll do R 
again." 
We asked Jeff about the Bob 
Probert situation. 
"There doesn't seem to be any 
future for him in Detroit. If he 
can get over his problems and 
get on with a normal fife, more 
power to him." 
Jeff couldn't see Probert's 
self-destruction coming. 
"It's kinda funny sitting 
beside this buy for the past two 
years and a bit. Some days he'd 
come to practice and look like 
death warmed over. It's terrible 
to see a 23-year-old man go that 
way, but.that was his choice to 
live life his way. The Wings tried 
to do their best, but it got out of 
control. 
"It's a shame and he's going 
to have to pay for it. I hope that 
things will work out for him 
because I really like the guy and 
he's a great hockey player." 
As for the upcoming 
. playoffs.., . . . . . . .  
~"They  sent Stevie (Yzerman) 
to Florida for a couple of days' 
rest, and we're holding up 
injury-wise. If we can keep it all 
together we'll give it a good 
round. The Chicago-Detroit run." . 
OF CANADA 
FINANCE AND 
LEASE RATES 
UNTIL APRIL 8, 1989 
ALL FORD AND MERCURY CAR 
LINES 
RANGER AND BRONCO II 
FROM 8.9% ON TERMS UP TO 
48 MONTHS 
ALL F-SERIES PICKUPS WITH 
~MANUAL TRANSMISSIONS 
$500 FACTORY REBATE 
LEASE RATES FROM 9 % ONTERMS 
UP TO 48 MONTHS 
I i 
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I n land bantams  i hc 
. • ,  , 
TerraceInland Kenworth ban- 
tams came out of' the-i0-team 
B.C. minor hockey bantam t.rip- 
Ie . 'AAA '  championships at 
Comox with a surprising:fourth- 
place ••finish during the March 
25-to-30 series. 
Against the strongest bantam 
te~s  !iii"the provincei :Terrace 
produced a two-win., one-loss 
and:~ne tie record.in their five- 
team section to earn a berth in 
the:semi-finals. 
It was the're they met the best 
and dropped two lopsided ef- 
forts. 
• In their opening game against 
Quesnel, they came up on the 
short end of a 6-5 score as 
Quesnel tallied the winning goal. 
in the last minute. 
Game two saw Terrace sur- 
prise the favored Victoria entry 
by counting a 4-3 victory. It 
evened their record at one-and- 
one.  
Game three put them up 
against Fort St. John, a team 
they'd' had little success against 
in meetings this season. The 
teams battled to a 6-6 tie, which 
meant Terrace would need a vic- 
tory over Cranbrook in their 
final round:robin contest. 
.Cranbrook went 'into the 
playoffs with an undefeated 
season to back them up, but Ter- 
race putan, end to this string by 
beating Cranbrook 7-4. 
Despite• the loss, Cranbrook 
placedl.f!rsf in their, section, and 
advanced.to the semis with Ter- 
race. Gaining berths from the 
other section was Burnaby 
Winter Club and Kamloops. 
Terrace drew Burnaby as their 
semi opposition, but as usual, 
the WinterClub had loaded up 
on tale~f. We ended up on the 
short end of a 10.1 score. Mean- 
while, Cranbrook was beating 
Kamloops 4-3 in the other semi. 
Against Kamloops in the bat- 
tle for third and fourth, the boys 
had run out of steam and suf- 
fered an 11-2 beating. 
Cranbrook,.the team we beat 
in the round-robin, came out 
strong and downed Burnaby 6-5 
to win the championship. 
Finishing fourth was a super 
effort for our underdog ban- 
tams. They were playing in the 
highest-caliber division ('AAA') 
when they actually deserved to 
be a double 'AA' entry. 
w ~ 
The Terrace Inland Kenworth bantam hockey team surprised everyone with a fourth-place 
finish in the 'AAA' championships held in Comox March 25-30. , Picture by Ken's Photo. 
All efforts by ' Terrace Minor 
Hockey to change categories in 
the past three years have met 
with failure as the B.C.A.H.A. 
continues to hold us to 'AAA,, 
even though our registration 
doesn't warrant he number one 
class. 
No national berth/ 
f0r Bolsteri< Roberts 
Freestyle was a wipeout, but 
Greco-Roman was , okay for 
Smithers' Craig Roberts and 
Heath Bolster at the Canadian 
wrestling championships in Ed, 
monton March 24-26. 
The two Simon Fraser Univer- 
sity wrestling stars were. out-..  " Neither. performer .gained a 
classed in freestyle events., i~!ace, on Canada's team for the 
Roberts" placed- sixth. ,in hiS- :World Cup championship, held 
134-pound class while. Bolster " in ~hio last Weekend. However, 
was seventh in hisl- 163-pound ,they are expected to take part in 
'~:~class. ~ . . . . . . . .  : ..... ' . . . . .  several  : in te rnat iona l ly  
Greco-Roman provided a dif-. prestigious events this summer. 
Kitimat bantams third : 
Kitimat bantams wound up in 
third place at the B.C. single 'A' 
bantam minor hockey finals 
played at Lake Cowichan last 
week. 
Kitimat's record Of two wins 
and two losses came about over 
a four-day series. They started 
with a 10-2 loss to the host team. 
• ferent,picture, with three-year • ' 
veteran Roberts picking• up the 
second-place silver for l~is. 
weight, class and rookie Bolster 
earnin.g a third,place bronze for ; 
his effort. 
Kitimat came back next day to 
post an 11-2 victory over 
Golden. On •day three, Kitimat 
took a 12-2 pounding from 
Revelstoke. 
In  their last game, Kitimat 
faced Golden again and came up 
with a 10-8 win. Lake Cowichan 
came out as champions. 
Juvenile skisuccessful 
Prince Rupert's Bob Mintenko came on strong to beat John Heightington of Terrace in the 
• final of 'B' event at the Terrace men's annual Loggers' Bonspiel on Easter weekend. 
'A' eMnt at the annual.Terrace Loggers' Bonsplel Easter weekend went to the Allen 
Jacqu~= t==m with a victory over Ken Bazansky In the final. 
Smithers skiers failed to get 
into the medals when they 
hosted the Canadian Juvenile 
Ski Championships two weeks 
ago. 
The best smithers showing 
came in the female downhill 
where Shelley K10pfenstein 
Kitimat atoms win 
Kitimat Minor Hockey's atom 
reps came up with three wins 
and one loss to place first on 'B' 
side of Killarney's atom tourna- 
ment on March 25 weekend. ~ 
Kitimat lost their opening 
game 5-4 to Port Moody, but 
came back to blast East Van- 
thrilled the hometown croWd 
With a fourth:place finish. In the 
same race, Nicole Collison 
placed ninth. 
In the 'super-G event, Nicole 
came in 10th while Shelley was 
22nd and Claire Challen 25th. 
L 
counter. 
After whipping Hastings 7-2 
in game three, they took on 
Chilliwack in the 'B' side final. 
Kitimat needed ouble overtime 
to beat the Fraser Valley team 
and bring the 'B' championship 
couver 17-2 in their second en- trophy back home. 
Orcas' Kin!on to be 
on provincial all-stars 
Only one player from this area 
has been selected to compete at 
the annual Pepsi provincial high 
school all-star basketball game 
on April:lst at B.C.I.T. Cheryl 
Kinton of Kitimat Orcas will be 
on the gbls '  roster. The boys,• 
and girls' games feature the top 
male and female playerswho are 
graduating this year. Chris Bren- 
nen, a former Skeena Junior 
High player who performed for 
Vanderhoof this season, was 
• selected for ihe boys' team. 
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• ' 'Terrace Minor Hockey.is " " 
holding its annual awards night 
on Wednesday, April 19th at 6 
p.m. in the Thornhili Com- 
munity Hall. All. players are, 
urged to attend. They're asked 
to bring along one parent, 
,Morn or Dad. 
Minor hockey holds its an; 
nual general meeting on Mort- 
day, April 24th at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Terrace Library basement 
(enter by rear door). The list 
for nominees for executive 
positions will be posted at the 
arena April 10th. 
The Co-op Trophy was presented to the winners of the Tuesday A.M. mixed curling. Skipped to victory by Orville 
Paisley, the O.A.P. team posed with their trophy. They are (left to right) Bill Lindstrorn, Wally Webb, Gert Grund- 
mann and Orville Paisley. 
Board chosen for' 
1991 Northern 
B.C. Winter Games 
: TheTerrace French Preschool is hosting Gumboot Lollipop on Aprl,I ,15at :1 p,m, at the 
R.E.M, Lee Theatre. Gunnboot Lollipop Is an International entertainer Who Is best described 
as gawky, exuberant and outrageous, and children everywhere 10ve her act. Tickets are 
on sale at Sight &Sound as well as at a special mall display this Saturday. All proceeds will 
go toward the re-location of the Terrace French Preschool. 
J 
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The "city has appointed a liaison to the board. 
board of directors for the 1991 The 1983 Northern B.C.Win- 
Northern B.C. Winter Games ter Games were also held in 
which will be held in Terrace. Terrace and, according to Bob 
':Appointed:are: Glenn Thomsen; ~ ~ Dahl, they were a great success. 
And if that event was any indi- 
cator of Terrace's ability to play 
host, the 1991 event will be even 
better - -  we have some experi- 
enced organizers. DaM says the 
1983 games attracted about 
2,500 athletes to 29 events. 
Linda Lee, Bob Dahl, Joan 
Brady, Bobble Phillips, Dick 
Kilborn, Rod Cox, Campbell 
Stewart, Eleanor Bell anti 
Charlene. Butler. Also, council 
has ~ selected Alderman Darryl 
Laurent as the non-voting city 
I I i " I I 
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A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER 
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Terrace " . ~ ~ ~  
T e Trim mi.ng,+,,. . .  , ,= , , , , , ,  , , , , , -o , , , - ,0  ~ - - ~ - - ~ -  ~-~-  - -~- -  
Will cu't down .ny' i ree. I  a !IAIIILT0. & OUTDOAID IIAIIINHHoMBJSHT L~WMBlaS JETS .  
, "SAFELY"  ' ~  . YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEEI;R$ • 
• • YAMAHA POWI~ PII01)UCTS 
~LL, [ ;~9091~'~ . . . . .  • . .~m.o~-s , ,  . . . . . . . . .  
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS ' " ." 
'1,000,O00 liability for YOUR protect ion'~. .  , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
635.7400 16~.~15":  4946 Grelg Ave., Terrace 
-I US S IC1"- 
ii!  L 
Plan early for your home 
or cabin. Free estimates. 
Phone 635-7400 
I 
" F r ". Nate's,,Electrlc 
"?  .,n.u=.,°, . ./ ! " 
Commercial & • 
638-1876 Residential 
Nathan Woddell - Electrical Contractor 
4931 Lozelle Ave., Terrace 
, I f  
- -  Customer  serv ice  is our  No .  1 pr ior i ty  
- First qua l i ty  shop, serv ice 
• -Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
- Complete  persona l i zed  serv ice 
• Pr ices a re  VERY Compet i t i ve  • L. 
AWWA Investments Ltd .  
TERRACE ESSO SERviCE 1988 
44530 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-1168 
~ r [  ! ~ Rust pr°tectl°n f°r 
i I~ J  NOW and Uled ,i 
i ~ ~  ,. MUi:FLERCENTRE I
"1t you're satisfied, tell others i 
•, ,  if not. . ,  tell us." I 
RaN or AL 4918 Greig Ave. | 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 1 
,• Phone 638-1991 1 . 
' Jan's Photo Graph~, 
Weddi~lgs John R~x:lers 
Pbrtraits @ 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts. 
Dry Mounting 
46~* Lakebe Ave., Terrace, B.C, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IPg. : " ,__ 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Postgrs 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 635-52811 
Res. ~15-5.~i4 
':+i~i 
-i 
• t 
. • , , • 
P 4 
"ii 
" , " I F  IT 'S  ELECTRONIC  : ; , . .  
WE SERVICE  IT"  
sERvICE -- T.V.'RENTALS ~ ": !; ! i *  ;: .... 
Repairs On All Home.Entertalnment i~ ' .... ' " 
r : " " " ~ I ~ C E S :  . 1 . . 4610 LAKELSE, TERRACE ' , 
NSo Comme~ial '&. , Industr ia l :  • 1 " 
• " ' :  ~ E leCt rOn ic ,Equ ipment  _. • . - ", 
SATEUJTE T.¥. " : 
t 
C 
[ , 63811661 * + 
+. :  . i  • ° 
Loader • Backhoe, Trucking 
, -Top SOil * Pit.Run * Crush ~ Snow Plowing I 
Water Lines • Septic Systems 
Ken's Trucking Ltd. 
PHONE 635-7519 I 
P.O.BOX 1007 KEN SlMONS I 
TERRACE, B.C. ' . , OWNER 
HI.QUALITY BELTING & ! 
CONTRACTING SERVICES I 
Inflatable Boat Repairs I 
Durable-- High Quality | 
.... Vulcanizing Repairs I 
• 'Wespec ia l i ze  in.conveyor belt I 
installatiohS, splic,ng, and' repairs I 
• vulcanizing ,and pulley flagging I 
638-8530 24 Hour  SERVICE 638-0663J 
I 
- "  &G 
GROCERY 
~ Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30.10:30 dally 
%:,.. 6-.+ 2701 S, Kslum 635-6180 
,, ; J 
,Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles * Chalneaws 
Snowmobiles * Msdne Supplies 
" EQUIPMENT 
• ~ :+"  ....... ~4LES~ LTD.  
~" +-' :'~::" .... " 4441 Lakelu Ave., Terrace Ph. 63,5-6,184 
SKHDOO " "~:"+ ~~ ' : -  
,=¢  
, , • . , , . 
i .  
t "  
. , : . .  , ~ : . . . .  ,:~. • ' . 
•  r:o tt: i:n ~a ~,v  
Dease Lake have taken a down- 
tmn,  according tO the 1988 an- 
~nual~report f North American 
Metals Corp. 
; current estimate is now. about,U,S$390Per .ounce. - . ifiedl construction Schedules and 
n $65 and $70 million, On ' " : ' methods, utilization of .used. 
;is of 357,768 ounces of ~ •Hunter blamed a :number o f  equipment, and the advisability 
gold in proven reserves on the unforeseen factors on the cost of further exploration and/or 
i , " t  " "  
"~...L 
• cent  of North American th rough.  ' " 
a .tender offer made to share- 
holders.. Hunter said if the cOm- 
pany goes ahead witha positive 
in the  report board Chairman 
Robert Hunter says.the original . 
feasibility *study,~for developing 
the mine "significantly under- 
estimated costs". :.In 1987 the 
costestimate O~Lbring the mine 
property, the original estimate 
,pegged recovew Costs -at 
U;S.$210-240 per ounce. : 
. . ,  , . , 
• With the revised capital cost. 
estimate, however, recovery 
costs have  gone  •up  to :  
U.S.$360400, a very marginal 
proposition in view of the cur- 
overrun: building the road .was 
twice as expensive as the original 
estim, ates; and the i:ost of.tall: 
lngs dispdsal Went up 121 per- 
centdnce the firstfeasibility 
report.Sulphur dioxide emis, 
sion standards.have b en tight- 
ened, increasing the costl.of 
• c lean ing  mi l l  gases. , ' . . . . .  
rentpriceof gold. • '~Several studies are underway 
Last:.week g01d was set. at~ on alternatives flowsheets, mod, 
• •susPens ion .  of project construe- production 'decision on Golden 
tion," Hunter states. -Bear, Homestake would have.to 
'provide between $12-14 million 
The Golden Bear project is a 
50-50 joint venture between 
North American Metals and 
Chevron • Minerals Ltd. The two 
companies have•invested $28 
'million in the property to date . ,  
• During 1988 Homestake Min- 
" ing-(B~C,;) Ltd. "bOuglit 73:per , .  i/~io.~pr..oduction~was $36 million, 
o :g Sta m .... : : H ull,;urges str n erl nce fro 
j~ k~ p 
4 
ty p n • iii i. ...... : , ,  i c counci l  pi g 
: :LA~:few- years ago, Sunday day shopping is' here to stay. :Sundays it'sbusinessas u ual. Hull doesn't state any real posi- 
sh0pPing was a big issue. It And,. on the surface at least, ' In cohtrast, other' city:court- tion on Sunday shopping, some-, 
finally .went to referendum and there's been very little .opposi- oils have been quite vocal.May-, thing he calls a "multi-sided, 
• Was solidly defeated,, there, tion. 
Would be no Sunday shopping.,ih: 
Terrace. But then', the Supreme- 
Court of B.C. decided the Holi- 
day Shopping Act was unconsti- 
tutional and it appears that Sun- 
Terrace councilsent a •letter to 
Attorney. • General Bud Smith 
outlining the referendum .re-, 
suits, and a few businesses have 
complained, but in Terrace• on 
Becoming an inn- 
keeper . -  part II 
r.._ In the preceding column, we looked at 
the advantages and disadvantages of 
becoming a motel or inn owner by buy- 
ing an existing business. In this column, 
we'll look: at what is involved in starting 
from scratch. 
• Suppose you, the would-be owner of a 
motel or inn, have decided on the 
general area in which you would like to 
locate your business. Your first step then 
should be' to.establish whether the • 
market in that area can, in fact, support 
your business: 
This requires, extensive preliminary re- 
search into every aspect of the business, 
• ; " \  
. , :  • ',. 
by Phil Hartl, 
Manager, .Terrace 
Federal Business 
-Development Bank 
from the price of land and construction to traffic flows and 
customer preferences. The results of this research should deter- •
mine what type of accommodation is wanted in the area and how 
you can best provide it in terms of number and price of rooms, 
dining room facilities and other amenities. 
The advantages in starting from scratch is that if your research 
is carefully done, if your planning is comprehensive, you are off 
to a good start with a business geared closely to the market and 
whose facilities are all new. You can, moreover, design your 
business in a way which will enable youto expand it, in phases, 
as it becomes established. 
The• disadvantage of starting from scratch is that it is more dif: 
ficult to finance, if forl no reason than the absence of past 
' i b/lsiness performance upon. which lenderscan make a judgement. 
Another disadvantage is thatstart-up costs are usuallyhigher 
~than expected, in spite of L careful budgeting, and opening ,day is 
often delayed by the unforeseen, atyour expense. 
Starting from scratc h mean~s hiring and "training. your staff, 
*which can be advantageou§ if you get the people yo u want. On 
• •the other hand, the staff you ihherit/when .buying an'existing 
business can often tell you more about your clientele than the 
'best of  surveys. 
Starting from Scratch also means allowing sufficient time --  
and °having the financing .to carry you through it --  to establish 
your inn or motel and begin to generate, the repeat business you 
.wi!l'always need. Many enteringthis business for the first time 
fail to take the duration of  this period and its costs ufficiently 
into aCcount.They are just beginning to get the business on its 
feet when they run out of cash. 
.:Owning a motel or inn can be rewarding, as we noted earlier, 
: in ways other than just financial ones. But whether buying an ex- 
isting business or starting from scratch, the prudent owner will 
make sure of an° adequate cash:reserve to carry the business over 
difficult periods. 
For, unlike many other small• businesses, motels and inns and 
other forms of tourist accommodation are more than usually ex- 
posed to seasonal or other changes inthe economic environment 
over which they have no Control. The prudent owner will locate 
th~ budness where the impact of such changes -- the rising cost 
of  gasoline, for example --  can be minimized. 
or Brian Northup of Smithers, complex issue", but he says he 
for example, has been: sending doesn't believe that just reeeiv- 
in ..'finanCing for: the project. 
"...discussions With banks and 
Home, stake are in the pre- 
liminary stage and there-can be 
no assurance that the Company 
(North, American) will obtain 
the ~.required: funds," Hunter 
told theboard. -.- 
':letter after: letter to councils ing .Northup's letter was the 
throughout the North in-an ef- right way to handle it. "It. at 
fort to organize a ':lobby of least deserves a reply," he says, 
mayors"• to travel to Victoria implying that council should-at DAVE HULL: Referen- 
and. meet with •Smith. "Munici- : least have a positionin the issue, dum was "the bottom 
parities should .have the oppor- And he says the city should line". .. 
tunity tO regulate fully all hours clearly state that position to the 
and days •ofstore operation if government. This week in 
they so wish," says Northup. He says he can appreciate he 
But Terrace council has re- traditional aspects involved. He local schools 
ceived few or no complaints on says he can understand the re- Thursday, April 6, 1:30 p.m. 
the issue, and they have simply ligious side of the issue but - -  The Melloyds a-capella vocal 
received each letter from points out that Sunday isn't a quartet will perform at Kit- 
Northup "for information special da~, for every religion, wanga Elementary/Junior Sec- 
only". But one city alderman And he also says that it 's dif- ondary. 
isn't pleased with their lack of ficulttoargue with the economic Saturday, April 8, 5:30 a.m. 
interest, and convenience side of the issue to 8 p.m. -- Second term honor 
When the "receive for infer- put forth bylarge corporations.'- roll students from Thornhill 
• mation, motion was put.f0r--=..::~BUt:resjdents senta clear rues- Junior Secondary will be treated 
ward by Aid. Bob Cooper 'last sage to council through referen-* t'oa ski. trip to/Smithers. 
week, 'Dave Hull voted against dum and that; he says, "is the Monday, April 10 -- Second 
it. bottom line". And according to term .report cards will be sent 
• "I didn't think that was the Hull, that message should be home for Kiti K'Shan Primary 
best way to handle it," he says. more clearly stated, students. 
• ' .  . f . .  
Reg Lightfoot 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Stu Tay/or Adrian Donders 
Jim Bowersock, President and Chief Operating Officer of Repap Enterprises Corp. Inc., 
is pleased to announce the following appointments in Repap's British Columbia Division, 
Skee/ia Cellulose Inc. • 
REG LIGHTFOOT becomes Senior Vice President; Operations, with operational 
responsibility ~r Sksena Celluloses Prince Rupert and Terrace Divisions, as well as Greet 
Lumber in Smithers, B.C. 
STU TAYLOR has been named Vice President, Pulp, and will act as the chief liaison 
officer on major co~ct ion  projectS. 
ADRIAN DONDERS becomes General Managerof the Skeena Cellulose Pulp Mill 
in ,Prince Rupert, B.C. 
• "Headquartered inMontreal, Repap Enterprises ~na is a fully-integrated forest products 
company specializing in theproduction of high quality coated paper, premium softwood 
kraft pulp and quality lumber. Founded in 1978, the company's major operations now 
include Miramichi pulp and Paper Ino. in New Brunswick, Midtec Paper Corp. in 
Wisconsin, U.S.A., and Skeena Cellulose Inc, in British Columbia. 
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<" : . Trio Forest Resource Develop- province thaf: have been clear- targetand a fashionable deficit-, ments., to i the Forest Act make. cynics believe.that the '-:. ':""' :"~:':':~' 
. i: i~ : merit.Agreement is - coming.ap cut but. have not regenerated:a reduction matterinOttawa... / l icensedc0mpanies. responsible .report was leakedde!iberatelyt6!':. './:!'I:~,I~!I:~! i 
~:~-.: f6irenewal: inthe next year. In -commerc ia l : fo res t . . - - - i  Thelissuehas. many ramifica- for  replanting, lands theycut  ..... provide a,P ieagant!c°ntra~t~Q'.:~ i iiii:i:~iiiii :~:i~::~!~ 
:!: i:: ~ dicati0ns:>:.for, itS/;success are. A::>number.i .of political.;:con-,: - ti0ns,:Reforestatidn inB.C. has :Otheri amendments:filed by. the.  the budget thatFinanCeMihistei~.:~ '~:':~ <~'~' 
• :. / mixed. -.. - .... sideratiohs have compficatedthe'-..corne.:.tmdei,~numerou~-federal,. Minister. 6f:F0reSts"afthe: same: :  , . _ . :Michael ~ .  :Wils°ri : presents .~ to " .  , ., , :.... ,~ .,..:::..i'~iii!:::~i !*~~. _.! 
' ' . • ' ' " • |~n~ : • - " -•- • - ,~,~,,;,,~,;,I -h:~in~.nt.~: ¢~.. )h~ time boosted the.stuinpage rate ' Parliament. Speculat~o n ' has: It: - ' ILl ." I~ I ; :~  :'~ :: 
• ~ ~ . .  . ~ .  - -  - -  u - - ' - y ~ *  . . . .  . . . ,  : .  1 .~Lv~m.~a.~au,~ ~ ~,g~. . .~ . . . .~ . . . :  ~ ,,~V(~. : , .  ,~ ,~v. , ,  . ;  . . . .  , . . • . . - . .  - .  . , . • , • " • . .  , , ~ . '  ; :  ,~;, 
> '  , :  .* by. Michael Kelly' . .  There.is. hardly, any: .question : pasf¢iuarter=century,, aridFRDA • ~: the ,  reVenue the goyernm, ent....[hat the budget will ben de fi~t- .: : : ,  :, .,!..:.! :I 
• -, :! " ~ - ~  ~ . : :~  that~'the'. ' f irstT!~ ,DA:agreement.....iS.: the~i-m0st ~:i reCent:;>title:, and. .  collect s" per-.cubic,->• ,meter, ~of sl!ang, .;. exerc!se~:.= an?. ~u~: . . ,  °i, '"i:'::~:~ 
!" ":~' FRDA~ to PUt- it briefly, ~s;a .  Succeeded: :over:a per|od of:five .: r¢ ip¢;  fi is:hlso::the ~n0St costi~', : timber cut by..lieensees ~ ,,to. a c0um.oe ~ow~a ~ne item, o>'~n¢.., : : %:.., ~. 
~0~50 joint partnershiPbetween years  $350. million ihave .been,  ~and:the-renewal:ProI)oSai: from revehue-target figure ratl~er than. dnetor  tl~e ChOpping o~OCK.. : . . .  : :,...: " , :  
• " " the'federal and, B.C,.provincial spent • :to/. rehabilitate thou~ds- i the  ::: B:C.": g0v~ent  :.. would": the'previous, figure, : which :.was . - The FRDA: f'UndS, g0tow~.d  ' . - :  :! i  .::[ 
: government o replant trees., and:,_ of: hectares ~: .of -forest. :land;-- dou'blethe d01i~'if/gt~r~:fr6mthe: setaCcording:to market valueof  work, that theiB.C..-Forest .Set., . . : .  :i' ! ._. i 
i'. " - perform other ~SilvicultUr~.L.pro-Renewal:0f the .agreement :has, previous..agreement;~: A~/ofOc-:.-'.the timber. (3vet the: past year Vice and: the: foresti:compa~."es : :i:':~} !:, :iili 
" .... * :~ ;  ,~:.':~,za~.-.,~¢.~~ttdn'i~e~*::,h~r~:.:.h~6~,~ "~;~6.0~inent:.:*,,t,;.,: I : - : ; (o~, ,~,t ,~+: ~.~,~a ~:major timber.comPanies in,B.C, Should have  done in~. t.h.e: f i rst .  ,{: : ,. :~ ;'i:ii 
• ~- • - " ' : - " * - " " " • )'-~ve: been, simultaneously oeen place: t.eloresmuon m ~,~-~. )  . . . . . .  ,: :. ~I 
'~ Inplaining"~abouti escalating- ::wer¢clear: Cut. Those. areas fall ,.. : J":- , ...... <-:!' 
~ts ~ from~ the government :.and- ' intaiwo,categories according to. . ;: :.:. /i~ i;~: i 
'. )wing (quiet ly)-  to.:  the i r  the Ministry of  Forests; The f ' f fst . .  :' :' . ,:::.: :i 
..-. ~eholders ab0utrecordprof- .iS NSR ~(Not._ Sufhcent ly .  : •  . , ." :.:::~i.~,.!.:: ,..~ 
.. ,Dufinglthesame peri0dSec- Restocked) .and the second i s . : : . .  , .,~ ~., 
n " 88 credits have been NCBr  : (Non-Commerc ia lo :  : ~" I.;'"' 4~'' "~' 5':LI ~ 
• f '  " i ;pen&d, ~but,not:statutorily Brush). .  : • .Both ,  • indic'ate - >. -":* ~ :
iealed, :*by ministerial policy, si lvicultural-.fai iures," either : : :..:- .:i::: :i 
:tion 88 is the section of the through failure to replant or tree: . . . .  - . , . .  
rest ,Act that allows the plantations that. , fa i led  to_.  • " ~", :"." .~ 
aistry to  compensate corn- generate a forest ofcommerciat : ' - 
~ies for iexpenses- incurred,  va lue . ' -  . . . - ,  
... rough road bui lding.,  Although renewal, o f :  .the., ,. 
ficulture, andthe construction, agreement •crosses, party lines, 
-( recreational facilities in their being >supported by.B,'C. MP's  " 
" .... of all parties, •including :Tory '- : :ured areas . .  :: . - • 
• .. n 1985,. for example~.tbe Sec~. Forest' Minister.~.Frank Obefle, . : : -  ' 
: ~ 88 Credits on Tree ..Farm the question • being /~/sked . . -  
ense #I amounted to more (primarily by-Tory members . .  
Ln the total  stumpage fees : from Ontario and Quebec:who : 
d by the licensee, Westar. - form the majority, within the 
['he present FRDA contract .government majority),, is Why " ."/::i~::i 
)ires next year,  but .the should the federal government . . * - ,  .,~:.=,' ::,, 
lewal i s  being viewed warily buy in to aprogram like FRDA , ::.'!:!i'.:,.~i  
the federalgovernment. Two "when the beneficiaries --=. the : : ::!:, 
~ksago arepor t . f rom 'the -B .C . .government  • and " the . , : j ( . : ,  
:oriously debt-0bsessed Intei~- B~C-based forest companies L~,'. : .  ,' : : (, :,.i:~ 
i0nal, Monetary. Fund that are declaring record. revenues? : .:: : :i,=:,i:'i~i i 
,o.mmended., dras, tic~. cuts, in Off-the-record: recommends-: : : *' :","-,/-,i~ 
~ada's long:t~rm debt was tiom.~"have included t~bwin'g ":, : :: ' '  
ked to the press ~ the first FRDA into:the :Western:'Diver=-.. 
~e an IMF report has ever sification Program, a fund that." * i-.- . . . . . .  
~,n leaked prior to disclosure presently stands at around. $21 ' - : -~  
the federal budget. Political continued on page 12c 
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everypi~e!of .Jan.ds>left over from.the.period.. :" - / - . . -  i .  : . - 
d tO: aiL. of/.i, prio~.to October,,l;,il988,-. whe~.; . 
t,:far: cry'TimBre .i"~e~dmenl~:.:t0 :tbe..Torest :~ Ad .  
" 'file ,':federal:: made,, reforestation the. respon, '
;0 :million tO Sibility.of:the licensee. ,.. : 
: . . -.: The :impact of FRDA I ~is dif=- 
RDAdone in  'ficult toassess. :Over:the f ive 
t :  so far? "year peri0d'ofthe agreement the. " 
~upert Forest .Ministry has": issUed a" series-of "
iludes the Ka-"figures-'for:-the :number of hec- • 
dy-Area. sur- -tares surveyed, the' area sub- 
, $11. million jected to" site preparation, the 
FRDA as of area replanted:>andthe:number 
rhat expend,- :.of seedlings planted-and the'area 
0 person:days ofgrowing forest given brushing 
~.ording to-the, and,weeding treatments. During 
;tS,:- with~ silvi- the .same 'period,. however; -ad- 
• being carried.' vances in  the '  Ministry's 
tares~ i ~. understandifig'of'.forest ecology 
nancedby the and evaluation of,silvicultural- 
45,000 hec- methods .has resulted in a 
venile spacing widespread reclassification. of
and fertilizing landareas suitable foi" reforesta- 
" tiom-.NSR :lands~ claSsified as 
• six"million, good, .medium or poor growing 
)lanted in the sites, include bothclear cuts and- 
areas denuded by •wildfire. The 
Ministry's-• concept of site 
classification has. evolved .-over 
the -past-.five years, with the 
resultthat target areas have 
shifted and the figures ,have 
blurred. 
, . : . .  In the Prince. Rupert •Forest 
" / .  Region (which •includes the 
: . Kalum Timber Supply Area), 
•. for example, the 1984 Forest and 
Range Resource Report -shows .. • . . . . . . . .  
• that in 1979 the combined NSR, ' "~~ 
• ~' DSD (Decadent and Standing 
Dead) and NCBr lands at 98,500 
hectares for good .and medium 
sites. By 1984 that area had 
grown to 120,300 • hectares. For 
the province as a whole the com- 
bined good and medium site 
NSR went from 600,000 to 
700,000 during the same period, 
but the Ministryresearchers note 
~hat part of th[tt increase is due 
to the inclusion of remote north- 
- - ern areas that had not previously 
DAVE PARKER: It's in the been included in the surveys. 
/r ;hands of the Treasury Board. . • There is also a time-lag factor 
i:i, • A .vigorous but fragile involved because incoastal areas 
• .~:* ,: ~silvicultural industry has grown like the. Kalum TSA harvested 
i~:~i~ !ii!ii!iiI' .: up around FRDA projects, and areas are not classified-as NSR 
• ~theB;C. Ministry• of Forests is '-'until three years after cutting, 
i}!:!.i~::-.: Probably hoping that another This allows.time for evaluation 
::: five years of government fund- • • Of natural regeneratio n --- .................. ~:~ 
~!~= < iing will provide a transition there's.nopoint in replanting a
~: . period • while. reforestation fo~estif t will replant itself. It's 
;i ~, i' - responsibilities . are gradually, -a  gamble, though. Once :things 
'ii.: taken over by the forest com-. begin fo:grow on a-. clear'cut " ." ~. 
:~!: . i Parties that do .the cutting.. area, if.thosethings don't have  Part ofthatfactordependson "several years the seasonal flow 
~i!ii!..:: Northwest c0rnmuni~y College . the makings of a. commercial what,s..being viewed as.a corn- through th~ port of Stewart has 
i!i}.• has also been a majorforestit'sfarmoreexpensiVe,tO mercially viable forest. The trees at times exceeded 400 truckloads 
benefic ary of the program: last apply silvicultural treatments, are certainly outthere, but from per day. 
:i!i>~ !, i •-year alone NWCC performed. Atthe heart of FRDAlies the the companies' perspective, are In terms of the way the timber 
i"!!:i,i'i ::.more than halfamillion dollars' ,-questmn0fwhat form the B.C. they worth going after? Access is used, this area has been a 
~!!i:~':::! W0rth of contracts: for. the forest.industry is.going:take in to forest areas has to be costed marginal commercial proposi- 
~!i~iiii,!i::i~ederalgovernment to trai  peo-: future decades, The" major out, along with transportation tion. Much of the forest is old, 
~i~!ii:!!i.~[~!elfor silvicultural work. thrust behind the current form and the value of the wood, and growth , and for prime commer- 
._. ~iii.iDemand for private contr, ac- 
iii~tors~who replant-clear-cut land, 
~i~ stand,tend and thin out growing 
:•!commerci~ forests, andprovide. 
-._ biher:.- services to r~fie~' and 
/~'/enhance forest -y ie ld will 
!:ii~:/theoretically increase if the 
:'~i Ministry's. current push to place 
:~:.-:.~::-""~more.of B~C,'s forest .areas in 
!.~"/ilTr~e<'~F~ ' Licenses~ succeeds. 
i,~i~ :! l~orest .':Minister, •.Dav.e." parker 
i.~ > i~ently expressed the retention 
~.-::,.,'to increase the" cut allocated for 
<~:II!~:TFL;sl from :the current 29 per. 
of reforestation is preserving the 
industry as it is now, by assuring 
that the allowable'cut and sus- 
tained yield goals •match the cur- 
rent industry's: production 
machinery and markets. That 
th rus twou ld  see intensive 
management of forests to grow 
thetree specie8 and fiber quality , 
.. to feed .. today, s,. sawmillS and 
-pulp plants for an indefinite 
period of time. Whether or not 
that goal-is realistic depends on 
to a large degree on ~who you're 
that has to be compared with 
current market values for pulp 
and dimension lumber. There 
are several areas within a few 
miles of .Terrace where anyone 
can witness th~ power of market 
forces: dozens of" hectares of 
clear cut with stumps no larger 
than six inches in diameter, good 
growing sites on benches... 
juvenile forests, replanted 15 or 
20 years previously, that were 
cut because of their proximity to 
mills. At that time the market 
cial purposes the ideal age for- 
fir, spruce an d hemlock is about 
150 years. Much of this forest is 
in excess of 200 years" old. As 
Forest Minister Dave Parker 
pointed out recently, decadent 
forests in most other areas of 
B.C. are frequently killed off 
and renewed by fire. But, in the 
damp and stable areas of the 
coast, "even a volcanic eruption 
(the Aiyansh Volcano) didn't set 
it on fire." 
The driving philosophy on the 
.t0'67 percent. Atlthe'same talkinglto.Posifions range from .value Of timber didn't justify to 
~the ~ Ministry~intends to wish~ful thinking -to alarmist" cost-versus-benefit of cutting 
)ie;the cut devoted, tosmall pessimism: two" years  ago. mature forests hundreds of 
nesses to about 15 peicent.- state,cuts andstudies i suedby kilometers away. Those forests, 
ght in [he. squeeze are the . the B.C~Minist~ of Forests and. being closer to ports than mills, 
,tied-term renewable and Dr, Peter Pearse, the head of the we also cut at a record rate in the 
forest:licenses, Forestry Department 'at UBC, late 1970's a~ear ly  1980's and 
~mother FRDA, if it takes the :• asserted respectively that .the shipped out as exported raw 
ame form as the first agree- available timber :resource in the logs~ Recent restrictions on raw 
~ent, would finance in ' very, ¢oadtal reas of B,C~ would.iaSt, log exports will. not affect-the 
]g|d.terms the backlog of NSR 70 yearsOri7 yearS, : ' Noi'th Kalum TSA: over the last 
part of the Ministry of Forests is 
to cut down and eliminate the 
existing, decadent.forests which, 
under the current processing and 
marketing systems, have 
marginal commercial value, and 
replace those forests over a 
period of decades with con- 
iferous softwoods -- through 
reforestation -- with the right 
,degree of size and maturity for 
the markets and processing 
facilities that were initially 
established in this ,area-and are 
expected to remain here, 
Is this objective sustainable 
• over a 60-70 year cycle required 
for sustained yield? Is this type 
of assistance going to• pay off 
politically for the federal 
government?-Are the Quebec 
and ontario-Torys going to 
• perceive, this as a political return 
worth going for when govern- 
ments seek four-year plans 
rather than 70-year plans? Do 
we have the intr icate 
understanding of forest ecology. 
to. make the best use of this in- 
vestment? Can we develop that 
understanding without this in. 
vestment? 
FRDA I expires in March 
1990. Forest Minister Dave 
Parker said recently that if there 
is no FRDA II by that time it 
may be possible to get an interim 
extension of the original agree.~ 
merit. When asked what the 
chances of attaining a second 
agreement are, Parker replied 
that it's in. the hands of. the 
federal Treasury Board. 
• , • 
ie Smith:,   . -,Terrac, 
:Of rerrace Oldtimer Elsie 
But the hot springs were.also a .  han~cd ',by the . . . 
popular destination for  local : July ! c¢lebratio~in the 1930's', ' 
residents, as well; and as remem'-. According to smith,, thexailr0ad 
bered by Smith. a j0urney.to ithe : began these an,ual holiday:ex- 
hot ,spr ings by"a  sufferer 0 f . .¢urs [0~ and i t .w~n' t  long be -~ .... Smith. 
• , " "" .  r " " " . . . .  • • r " " " ' _' : • , • rheuma~m,- arthritis: o . some. • fore, nearly,. 300..Princli, Rnpert. 
While the.GrandTrunk Pacif- "other-, disabling affliction m residents made thej0u/'neyeyery 
C)noneoTt~ese~tl~e~'~ir'worl~e(i wori¢t;T,---sa~s ' 'Smitii:.i, :!'we : .: . . . .  
a whole day trying-" - -~  , t o  beat moth. ,shipped in sugar and:fresh;: rk : ,  
er nature: They• pulled and they that  way' once and'hadto add 
pried andtheypushed.., but the ten cents per pound to the 
house simply..refused to budge. , price,'! ,Another local affected 
But once the;water receded; the" by. the flood Was Mrs, Fred 
icRallway wasbeihg built in the those.days Was almosta-kill or.. year,,"~we met the ,train around 
first decade of this century,' ¢ure proposition. . ; ..... • noon~tha  aradeofd~0rated 
• " ' ' ' '~  . . . . .  " " ' " ' "  ' ' " : ' - '  '" " "  " " ' P ' " ' ' i "  " 
George .Little, a major land.... People used to .travel. great.,, floats which.Were later jtidged 
owner in,the area, donated some distances fm the lphysieal relief .and prizes, awarded to the,best 
land to insure the station on.this off~ed ~ by, the hot mineralwater., of different, categoHesY, says 
section of rail would.be:.Iocated she recalls, but once/they got to; Smith;',..Tlimi; a. lot of the;locals 
in what: is now called:Terrace, the lake, the journey was far and ~:visttors.::picnick~: toge .ther - 
o,~ , , • ,Q 
Rumor at the time-stud there from dver:."It:was.quiteatripy. ' • . ~,_~. . . • .m.,.the,,up~. r :! part: of'~,.George 
the duo discovered the problem. 
- -  When :the ,small, home was. 
built, itwas generously nalledto 
stumps awed off at the ground,-. 
just to make sure itwouldnever 
be -moved by..flood, wind or 
man,  " :  ' . .  
• ,,But~ even =: though there .was 
may be .~tter locations, but 'as 
far gs Little was concerned lthey ': 
wouldn,t do much f6r the com-. ! 
munity that W~:.~eady .be- 
• ". . O • . . . .  gnuung togr ,w.,¢~.:~:  . ; . . ,  
Following the '6f~erof land, 
Little wasasked by Grand 
Trunk to name the community 
--.every rail s~timi must have a 
name. And, "Looking north 
toward the. 'benches', he called. 
it Terrace," re~lls pioneer Elsie 
Smith. "So he was the founder 
of our city." Other stories say 
Little's friends tried, to name the 
she says, "They were met at:the ~.:iLittlePark (the ~enahill) where tittle damage, Terrace was pretty 
train: and driven,to thehead of: ,there"iw6re: swings 'and -a band ', much cut ~off .from, c ivet ; t in  
the',.lake,: .whlch ~was Where:the, s tUd  .ioye:ri~king,)~galilm:. St; :for five :weeks: "The: t~ng ;hat 
road endedin those days.i~rhen "The town seemed, sw~ng .saved ,the town .from- running 
they,were loaded into an open "with people that day/remeni~rs, out of'food:; says mith,was'her 
launch, powered by a motor out Smith..iAnd, of course, ,'The husband and his friend George 
of a Ford car, and taken to the Weather,was.always :fine. ''• " McAdams. ',Itwas the first time • 
HotSpringsarea," But they still . Follo.wi.'ng the..railwayi roads Jim Smith and George Me- 
weren't there. "Then there was a. began: to open .up. The fh'st Adams: had put their, heads to -  
corduroy road (built with10gs .Skeena.. bridge,, now the,. old gsther and ordered, whole box 
• laid transversely) where .they. Skeena bridge, openedwithlfan- car of groceries from Rupert. It. 
walked a half mile carrying their fare.in 1924..This was preceded arrived, the week before the 
own baggage." " . by several accidents withthe old flood." 
ferry system, howev~.~Smi'th's Other than that, "A  float 
father was drowned in 1913 plane landing in Lakelse Lake a 
• Thomas. •She .had their first 
child, Terrace resident Marjorie 
Lindsay, in the Smithers hospi- 
,tal' during the-flood and was 
only ableto get back because of 
the flights made by the float 
plane., "They received quite a 
write up in the Hazelton paper 
for that," remembersSmith. 
In two weeks,smiths recpllec- 
tion of the war years and how 
they changed the Northwest,wil! 
be presented as the final segment 
of thiS series. This will l be fol. 
lowed by a few memories of 
Marg Goodlad on the develop- 
ment of Skeenaview Lodge -- 
the birth of an institution from 
an abandoned war barracks. On 
Aug. 4 to 6 this year, there will 
be a Skeenaview Lodge reunion 
and it could make for one of the 
biggest Riverboat Days celebra- 
community "Littletown" earlier 
in the decade, but this name was 
rejected by the post office --  the 
name had already been taken by 
an Ontario community. But to- 
day, everyone seems quite happy 
with our city's name, and it is 
probably true that this story 
would be much different if the 
station had been built some- 
where else. 
Prior to the completion of~the 
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway in 
1914, steamboats plied the 
Skeena from Prince Rupert to 
Hazelton, with a stop at Kitsum- 
gallum (Yes. This could have 
been our name). The journey, 
however, took three weeks up- 
river and one week down. And 
just to keep everyone from get- 
ting bored, male passengers 
were required to help load fire- 
wood and help pull the boat 
through rapids with ropes trung 
through rings secured to canyon 
walls. So the coming of the 
railway not only relieved male 
passengers from the toil of the 
journey but opened the North- 
west to the rest of the country 
with a much better transporta- 
tion system than was available 
before• Commerce and social 
life were changed forever• 
And the social life remem- 
bered by Smith was much slower 
paced than what is seen today• 
Sunday school was a community 
meeting place for the young. 
And Sunday afternoons the La- 
dies Guild picnics at Lakelse 
Lake were an event for the 
whole community. 
"Everyone was Seated on the 
back of a truck to go out," 
remembers Smith fondly. ':And 
the weather was always really 
nice. We never had to worry 
abouta rainy day. In fact, it was 
usually too hot to walk bare- 
footed on the sand, and the cool 
lake water felt wonderful." 
Then there were the hot 
springs. Opened in 1910 by 31- 
year-old Bruce Johnstone, 
father of Lakelse Lake resident 
Lloyd Johnstone, the hotsprings 
was soon to become an interna- 
tfonal attraction. Johnstone ad- 
vertised his "spa" in the United 
States and Western Canada and 
kept the 12.guest resort and 
dining lounge full seven months 
of every year, ........ 
EIs le Smith 
i i  
But, she adds, "There were 
some reports of it being benefi- 
cial." There's little, doubt that 
our ancestors were tough. All 
this just to get Hd of the suffer. 
er's pain.., to sit on a benchon a
r.aft with a tent over it that was 
designed tocontain the healing' 
steam. In later years; she says, 
things were improved somewhat 
when a pipeline was laid to fill 
resort baths. 
There was also other life at 
the lake, says Smith. Two "or 
three Prince Rupert families had 
summer cottages and there was a 
fish hatchery that employed sev- 
eral local people. According to 
Smith, hatchery workers lived at, 
the lake with their families.year 
round• There were no roads in 
the winter, she says, s6 they 
Would stock up on supplies in 
the fall. In December, one hardy 
camp resident would volunteer 
to snowshoe to Terrace to pick 
up everyone's mail and on their 
return a backwoods Christmas 
celebration began. 
And in the summer, getting 
from place to place wasn't much 
safer than braving December's 
winds. Smith remembers two of 
these hatchery residents, a Mrs. 
Himter and a Mrs. Charlie Ra- 
ven. The two women apparently 
lived a fair distance apart but 
liked to visit on a warm sum- 
mer's day, But as they prepared 
to Walk the distance alone, fill- 
ing an old jam tin with stones 
was an important part of the 
ritual. They rattled these tins all 
the way to their destination to 
keep cway bears. 
Another social event en- 
" . : ?  
trying to clear a tr~ from the 
cable system, and th6 ferrY:a c= 
tually broke loose twice in the. 
early 1-920's, 0nceending Up on 
the rocks and another stranding 
the, ferr~amn and two passen- 
.hers on an isolated island over- 
night. No lives were lost in these 
latter two incidents, they were 
just simple reminders that re- 
gardless of progress, the river 
Still rules. 
"In May of 1936, the Skeena 
River went on the rampage," 
says Smith. "It was ,due to 
unseasonably warm days and 
nights, and a lot of snow up in 
the mountains, The little town 
o f  Usk was afloat and houses 
had to be chained to trees." 
Pictures were taken of •people in 
boats at second story windows 
getting in to rescue belongings, 
Some; of" these photographs, as 
well as one of an unfortunate 
structure rafting its way under 
the Skeena bridge on its way to 
.the coast, can be found at Heri- 
tage Park. 
But Smith remembers people 
huddled in,a small school house 
on the bench at Usk opening 
unlabelled cans rescued from the 
local store, smith remembers 
this because, being a little har- 
dier than we are, today, she 
hopped on'a railway speeder and 
went ~ to have• a look, But the 
speeder didn't.carry her all the 
way, there were plenty of wash- 
outs that forced her to get off  
and walk. "Track rails were 
twisted like a snake's back," she 
says. 
There were people at the back 
of the store who had hung 
• scrubbed boots on a clothes line 
• to dry, she recalls. Some were 
scrubbing the, mud from spools 
• of thread, crotchet cotton, and 
, ,.other useable items. Forestry 
• .workers had sprayed the inside 
of houses with water pumped by• 
hoses.., except for one of the 
section houses, which was sitting 
astride the track, and" others' that 
had been moved off their foun=/ 
dations. 
The flood caused few pr0b- 
lems in Terrace but Smith does 
recall a couple of local residents 
who where either slow-witted or 
in a state of.total panic. A few 
houses that had been built close 
to the river's edge could have 
couple.of, times was •our only tions ever. 
Drama contest lau nchod 
Any local playwrights who 
have a manuscript laying around 
or can writereally fast may be 
interested in entering the Cana- 
dian National Theatre Festival 
playwright;rig competition. 
Prizes from $750 to $1,500 are 
being offered, but the deadline 
is less than a month away: April 
21, 
The objectives of competition 
are to stimulate the development 
of  new Canadian plays, to give 
new Canadian dramatists the. 
opportunity to work with estab- 
lished professionals, to publicize 
the work of Canadian play- 
wrights and encourage profes- 
sional and non-professional the- 
ater organizations to produce 
new Canadian plays. 
In addition tocash prizes, the 
three winning scripts (full- 
length, one-act, and special mer- 
it) will be produced for the 
Canadian National Theatre Fes- 
tival in Victoria, tO be held July 
9-16. The winning. playwrights 
will work with a professional 
director and cast in developing 
their scripts, and the finished 
scripts will .be publishedby. 
Talonbooks. 
Further information is avail- 
able locally from Ken Morton, 
the Skeena Zone Chairman for 
Theatre B.C., at 635.7507. 
NWCC STUDENTS' 
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R. E,M ."LEE ITA L FOUN.DAT ! 
~ . , ° ? . , 
. . . . .  RTRIVlNG FOR A HIGHER LEVEL OF 
HEALTH CARE 
,"  • , , . "  
• • , .  
A I L P R 
. "• _ •"  
$250 ,000 -• H 
"~ P "k:" ~ ~ . . . . .  RAISING THE LEVEL ( . . . . . .  . ,  ~ . : . ,  
H OS P ITA rL CARE STATISTICS 
. . 
R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation is a 
organization whicll was formed to work exclusiveiywithMills 
~Memorial Hospital. Its mandate is to increase and improve 
med!ca! care by encouraging individual corporate and corn- 
mumty •support. The provincial government does not •provide 
unlimited funding and therefore hospitals must rely on com- 
munity and corporate donations to purchase those important 
"extras". Funds raised by the Foundation are used for the pur- 
chase of diagnostic and medical equipment. Byenhancing the 
scope and quality of •medical services available at, Mills 
Memorial Hospital, the health needs of our residents can:be 
addressed locally thereby eliminating costly referrals to..the 
lower mainland. ,,.~ ~ .~ .. • . . . . .  :~,:. 
Our target for the first year is to raise $250,000 which would 
be used to support the following projects: 
,,, Ophthalmology Equipment $75,000. 
(operating microscope, O.R. instruments, •phoropters, 
examining chair, hand instruments, refractor) 
LS  MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
"° . , . ,  
MillsMemorial serves an area population of.3.5,O00,:lt 
is a very: busy, caring place. During an average year d: -'~::~, ~::~: 
~, Cares for 6,000 acute and surgical patients. • ...... 
i,,, Delivers 450 babies. ~•!/~~!! 
,,, Performs more than 2,000 surgeries. • ~  ~• 
,,, Attends to 17,000 visits to Emergency. . ~ ~J;~ 
i,,, Takes 13,000 diagnostic images. : 
v, Administers 11,000 pat!ent visits in other departments. 
~, Performs thousands of lab tests. ' 
v, Serves 68,000 meals. 
• ,,, Employs 230 people in the region and contributes 
signif icantlytothe community's economic base. 
,,, Upgrading Surgical Services $35,000... •. 
(surgical stapler, oscillating saw, surgicai 'drill, el ec!ro- 
" ""  " "" . " . ' "  / ' ' *  * -  , , " ' : / 
surgicalunit) : ' .-,' . . '  ; . ,  , •: .~•,-• ,:.,•~ . . . . .  v r lh l  I 
,," New equipment for the Newborn Nurse ' $50 000.  ' : "  : .:;, r. ~ ,~ I VV  CAN HELP  
,,' Pathology Teaching Equipment $ 9 , 0 0 0 . . :  " :~: : ~~i!.~!i i ~ =,pr t=~=-  = = = 
(microscope with video camera & monitor) ' . . . .  • : • 
~,, Upgrading Patient Care/EmergencyEquipment $25,000. • . ~ ' • • 
(6 infusion pumps, 2 emergency stretchers with I,v.p01es)~. : i I.:Your 3articipation is important. With the cooperation ofthe 
,,,, Low Power Laser for Rehabilitation Department $7,000. people who live and work in this region, we can build an ex, 
,,, Educational programs and scholarships $50,000. -- ceptional health care program. . ~:•' 
. . ~: Your donation can make the difference. ~': •!:il,i:i::ii~'~ i /: 
, . .. . , , .  
TERRACE HAS LONG ~ 
Over the years, the community has worked hard to ensure • 
high standards in health care for Terrace and the region.With 
your support the Dr. R.E.M. Lee HospitaiFoundation will con-- 
tinue to build upOn these achievements and make Terrace the 
medical referral centre of Northwest B.C. , 
i . .  ~J~,  H ISTORY OF . . . .  PLEASE USE THIS FORM FOR YOUR DONATION 
~s 'QUALITY HEALTH ~CARE . . . .  ~ ~ ~ ° . . . . . . . . .  ~ - ;~;~ ..... :~  . . . .  ~ i~ ~- 
The roots of Terrace!s hospitals reach back to the turn of the 
century and the Grand Trunk Pacific Ra=lway. The GTP head 
quartered its physician, Dr. Trainer, in Terrace where he set up 
a medical building. In 1929 Dr. Stanley Mills took charge of the 
one-bed hospital. 
In 1948 the Red Cross opened and equipped a 10-bed 
hospital which was turned over to the Terrace & District 
Hospital Association and expanded to 20 beds in 1951. 
A 40-bed hospital was opened on the Haugland site in 1961 
and" 10 more beds were added the next year. The name was 
changed toMills Memorial Hospital, in recognition of the con- 
tributions Of Dr. Stanley and Mrs. Edith Mills. 
By 1968 another 37 bedswere opened and an expansion in 
1977 Included a 16-bed psychiatric unlt,,Three modern 
lab0ur!delive~ rooms were added in: t987, " .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
Name 
Address 
City Prov. Postal Code 
To help provide the funds to purchase major capital 
equipment needed. 
Attached is my gift of $ 
All gifts are tax deductible. 
All cheques should be payable to." 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation 
" 4720 Haugland Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
• , ; : ' ) ' .  . • , ' .  . 
. / : ' ,  " ,•  . . 
,;i ;>Terrac e 
• ;~,, : . ~ 
goal • ', ,:, ; ' .  
.... $10 ,000  
- - Contributed by 
Lily Nielsen 
.. TheCanadian Cancer Society, 
~B.C. and Yukon Division, has 
~iembarked on its second half- 
:century o f  fund raising for the 
control and cure of cancer. 
.... This year, in April, 1989, ou~ 
~/01unteers' will be looking tc 
i:~raise$4 million so that, we ca~ 
-continue our contribution tc 
• re,earth, our commitment i,
prevention and early detection 
and our expanding services t( 
cancer patients and thei] 
families. 
Each Community has a targe 
goal: in Terrace, we expect t( 
raise $10,000. The unit volun 
teers are confident hat we wil 
reach our target and hopes tha 
we will surpass it. 
So, be prepared for the can 
passer who comes to knock o] 
your door. Please welcome th, 
canvasser who gives time an( 
energy to a cause that touche 
many of us. 
And look for special events il
Terrace, events that help yo, 
have fun while raising money fc 
" ~he cancer cause, beginnin 
Wednesday, April 5 at th 
Carpenters Hall, 3312 Spark 
St., afternoon and evening. 
Remember to give generously. 
the progress we. have seen ~is 
• directly attributable tothe d6ha- 
. tions you make at-the door. 
This year's Canadian Cancer Socle~ poster refers to both 
:cure a~d cauS~ " "g(~nerdsity, and the rec)ently ~sco ve~ed~ 
genetic link to Incidence of cancer. - 
r : . : !  
Thumday, April 6 - - -A "publlC~ meeting ,or ,no.+..,,,,.= :, I 
Society will be heldatT:30p.m.in the Iowerhall0fth(Ji:.- 
public library. Guest speaker will be physiotherapistl :
J~  
V 
?" 
.. ' •  635-6511 (Ice. 227). a f uhpe Wednesday, April 19 - -KSAN Society will be holding a 
~~ p ' mont. The public is cordially Invited. 
rst n uai con erence ld general publicmeetingat7:30p.m, in the library base" 
e .ona l  pp .~o . . , . , . . , , . ,0_  Terraoe Min0r Hockey will hold 
ro  its Awards Banquet for all players at 6 p.m. at the Thor- r r g su ort g ..., Players asked to come • nhill Community Centre. are 
. . . . .  only'one parenteach, 
"(~ontributed by schizophrenia sufferers. The ill- 
Elly Kardamylakls hess is causedby a bio,chemical 
On Wednesday, March 29, imbalance .in the brain. It at- 
Mrs. Lynn Turnbull, president tacks mainly young people in 
of the Bulkley Valley Friends of their late teens and destroys their 
Schizophrenics, chaired the first chances for a normal, produc, 
regional meeting of the BCFOS tire life: 
in the home of a Terrace support The BcFOS members strive to 
group member. • Representatives increase the understanding of 
from Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Hazelton and TelkWa attended. 
The BCFOS is an organiza -~
• tion of families and friends of 
this horrible diseaseby constant- 
ly educating themselves, the 
public, and professionals; they 
work hard to improve services 
Child car seats defective 
Transport Canada is urging 
Canadian consumers to dis- 
continue use of the 1986 Bo- 
Peep Hi-Rider XL child car seat 
if the abdominal shield is defec- 
tive. 
The two backing plates for 
rivets that hold the crotch- 
straps' tongue to the abdol~inal 
shield are missing on units 
manufactured between January 
and June 1986. The rivets could 
pull through the soft plastic 
when the harness and shield 
restrain the occupant during a 
collision. 
The shield can be examined by 
unfastening the fabric cover 
dome fasteners and viewing the 
::rivets affixing the belt's tongue 
to  the shield, If the rivets bear • 
~ directlyon the plasUc shield, the 
unit isdefective, , 
~' Ab6fit 2 ,~ seats are af- 
< 
Totkins Bo-PeeP Inc. of  
Toronto, the manufacturer, 
i ssued a public notice in 
December 1988 advising that 
some of the 1986 Bo-Peep Hi- 
Rider XL child restraint seats 
had safety defects in the ab- 
dominal shields. 
Consumers were asked to call 
the company for a replacement 
abdominal shield assembly, but 
on March l, Transport Canada 
was officially notified that the 
firm was in receivership and un- 
able to provide the part. 
T ranspor t  Canada advises 
that owners of all 1986 Be-Peep 
for schizophrenics: raise funds 
for research, and meet regularly 
for mutual support. 
At the regional meeting on 
March 29, they established 
BCFOS information network 
for the northwest. Plans were 
discussed to hold the second an- 
nual conference on schizo- 
phrenia here in Terrace later this 
year. , 
On October 1, 1988, the first 
Northwest conference took 
place in Telkwa, hosted by the 
Bulkley Valley FOS and the 
Mental Health Network. It was 
well attended, with Friends com- 
ing from as far as Aiyansh, the 
mayor and an  alderman of 
Telkwa among the special 
guests, and the president of the 
Vancouver BCFOS, Mr. Len 
Horne, among three knowledge- 
able speakers. 
Plans for a second conference 
will be up for discussion at the 
next meeting of the Terrace sup- 
port group of the BCFOS on 
Tuesday, April 18 at 7:30 p.m. 
in the psych conference room at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. It is 
hoped a decision will be reached 
at that time so that preparations 
for this importantevent can 
Hi-Rider XL child restraints ex- begin, 
amine/the seat for the missing The support group members 
rivet backing plates. Continued urge everyone who is interested 
use of a defective child restraint in their work to come to the 
could result in serious and fatal .-meetings, There is no obligation 
injuries to the occupant during a to join the group, and everybody 
motor vehicle accident,., is welcome. • 
Thursday, Apdl 20 -- Skeenavlew Lodge Reunion plan- ] 
nlng meeting at 7:30 p.m. in theSenior Citizens' Lounge, 
4623 Tuck Ave. All former employees are asked to at- 
tend to make this reunion a success. . 
April 20, 21, 22; May 11, i2 13; May 18,19, 20 - -  Terrace 
Little Theatre presents Sam Shepard's Curse of the 
Starving Class, directed by Daniel Barnswell, at the Me- 
Coil Playhouse, 3625 Kalum St., at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
available at Sight & Sound. Mature content -- recom- 
mended for adult audience only. 
Monday, April 24 -- Terrace Minor Hockey will hold its 
annual general meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the library base, 
ment (rear entrance). The list of nominees for executive 
positions will beposted in the arena on April 10. 
'Wednesday, April 26 --  Terrace Pipes & Drums Society 
regular spring general meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Kin 
Hut on the corner of N. Sparks and Halliwell (by the 
horseshoe pitch). Among the items to be discussed are 
changes to the constitution and by.laws. 
April 29 and 30 -- Terrace 2-day bicycle race, selection 
race for Summer Games. Contact David Weismiller at 
635-6984 for more information. 
Sunday, May 7 -- The VANCOUVER SYMPHONY OR- 
CHESTRA, sponsored by the Terrace and District Arts 
Council, will be performing at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Tickets are now on sale at Erwin's Jewellers in the 
Skeena Mall. 
May 19, 20and 21 -- Calling all telephone operators 
who worked in Northern B.C. -- back when??ll We are 
having a0 operators' reunion -- FIRST ONE EVER. It's 
for anyone who ever worked as an operator north of 100 
Mile House, Including Williams Lake, Quesnel, Wells, 
Dawson Creek, Ft. St. John, Prince Rupert, Smithers, 
Houston, Vanderhoof, and EVERYTHING in between.,. 
Escorts welcome, Wlnelcheesel smorg, breakfast, din. 
ner and dance -- Country Gold (live band), For more In- 
formation, oall 565.3711. 
; , . . • e 
Anne Leclerc; A video.will beshown called Exercising ] 
with.ArthritiS, i Everyone welcome, 
Saturday, April8 --Therewill be a town hall meeting at 
the Elks' Hal!,. 2822 Tetrault, Terrace, at 7:30 p.m. Dave 
Parker, MLA forSkeena, will be the guest speaker. 
Monday, •April t0 ~ TheTerrace Riverboat Days S0clety i 
will hold a general meeting at the Royal Canadian = 
Legion at7'-30:p.m. All interested groups are urged to at- 
tend• as the scheduling of events will be drawn up. Event 
forms will' also be available at this time; For more infor- 
mation, please cOntact Joan at 635.5633 or Daisy at 
638-0429. 
MondaY, April 10 - -  Terrace Writers' Guild annual: 
general meeting in the library basement meeting roomr:~ ' 
(rear entrance) at 7:30 p.m. Election of officers. ,~ 
Members and non-members welcome. 
Saturday, April 15 - -  Children's concert by "Gumboot 
Lollipop, at the R.E.M. Lee Theatreat I p.m. Sponsored 
by the Terrace French Preschool. A now experience in 
children's entertainment that parents will enjoy too. 
Saturday, April 15 -- Br. 73, B.C. 01dAge Pensioners' 
Organization GARAGE SALE at the Happy Gang Centre, 
10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. We would appreciate donations Of 
any good household wares, jewellery, games, books, 
next-to-new clothing, attic treasures. Items may be left 
at the Happy Gang Centre before or on Thursday, April 
13. For further information, phone Nell at 635-4556 or 
May at 635-3263. 
Saturday, April 151-- Skeena Seniors Housing Society 
• will hold a bake sale at the HappyGang Centrestarting 
at 10 a.m. Donations of baking will be appreciated. 
Monday, April 17 -, Almost Classic Dinner Theatre 
Benefit at •6 p.m. in the Northwest Community College : 
dining •room. Sponsored by NWCC Students' Associa- 
tion. Limited seating! Tickets available at Erwin 
Jewellers or from Rudy and•Kim at 635-6511. Includes 
elegant dinner, theatre show, complimentary 
I beverages, flower for every lady, roses and crystal door 
prizes. Proceeds to Recreation and Renovations project. 
"i=~0RM'AE A'TTiRE. For rnore inf~Pmation, call Kim Cor- 
• deiro at 635.6511 (Ice. 332) or Rudy Motschilnlg at I 
t 
. •  . . 
• :: , .  : .  : :  • •• • :• ,  •• • : :  : : : .  • •::i::• • : : :•  • ••  • : :  
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plans 
addition 
TkRRACE - -  Expansion of the 
Terrace Public Library will be- 
gin sometime in the next few 
ye~s, but it's nothing new in 
view of the library's history. 
Th e first~ public library here 
was iestablished in• 1929 with 
books donated by Wor ldWm I 
veteran s, but the facility itself 
was moved around a lot until the 
first library ass0ciation was 
formed in 1952. The following 
year the collection was moved 
into the basement of the provin- 
cial government building, and 
the permanent library was built 
in 1967 as a Centennial Project. 
In  1979 a 6,200-square foot ad- 
dition Was put on the west side, 
and the next addition will prob- 
ably go on the north side of the 
building. 
The library currently serves a 
population of 17,172 with a 
collection of 47,000 items. An- 
nual circulation is about 
167,000, which means each item 
:was checked out an average of 
3.5 • t imes . .  - 
. r , . .  
- , . :  
-%:.-: . .  
::i! •::: :! 
• • :::i•i: :~i:: ¸•¸. :~::  
• : ,  ~.~i~ " :*  i .,~ 
Pictured above is the 1989 board of directors for the Terrace Public Library: rear (from left)George Clark, Don 
Kerr, chairman Willy• Schneider, Stephanle Wiebe and corresponding secretary Mardy Lorimer. Front, •vice- 
chairman Judy Chrysler, treasurer Nirmal Parmer, Maureen Ogawa and Don Brown. 
RYSLER DEALERS 
DRIVING DOWN THE COST 
OF BUYINGA NEW CAR., 
: : . ' _ ,  
" \ . ,  
,~ :i  ¸  
VII I  
CARS 
Dodge Lancer 
LeBaron Sedan 
2000 GTX 
LeBaron Coupe 
(Excl. Convertible) 
Colt100 
Colt 200 
Dodge Shadow/ 
Plymouth Sundance 6.9% OR $ 500 
Daytona 6.9% OR $ 500 
Canada K 6.9% OR $ 500 
Expo 6.90/0 OR $ 300 
" ]~ ~': Dodge Ramcha,'ger 6.9% OR $1500 
Dodge Raider 6.9%. OR $1500 
PICK-UPS 
Dodge Full Size 
- 250 and 350 6.9% OR $1500 
- 100 and 150 6.9% OR $1000 
Ram/Power Ram 50 6.9% OR $1000 ~ 
Dakota 4X4 6.9% OR $1000 
Dakota 4X2 6.9% OR $ 500 
VANS 
Ram Van 6.9% OR $ 500 
RNANCING* CASH BACK** 
6.9% OR $1500 
6.9% OR $1500 
6.9% OR $1000 
6.9% OR $1000 
6.9% OR $ 800 
6.9% OR $ 800 
PL( ,~ See your Dealer for Option Package Discounts like No-Charge Air Condltionlno, 
Automatlo or Turt)ol * ,~ 
HURRY! LIMITED TIME OFFER! 
YOUR lOCAL CHRYSLER DEALER NOW = . 
2 4 • q e s e  ~ am n~lually exGluslw. Those qualified refill bwer• choosing • reduced flnanc4ngl rate, in lieu Of ~ .  I r l  eligible for 6.9% financing rates OVer ii m•xlmum Z .n~nth...hlrm. For ~ term loans, the rates are T_9% for.lo~e for • t.eml of 2_5 to 36-months; WKI 8,9% for loans of • term of 37 to 46-months; subject o Ghp/sler Credit 
C~...a~ LtO. app.ro~_ on purchase .from .participating t;nrysler uanlme delaer. Uller excludu fleet order grad ret~ kmze vehtckm end is for ~ pumhuu on eUglble 
vemcm• only. This Offer clmcets •no replacel Ill other progrlmls prev(o~sly IdvlHtlled, and may nof be combined ~ Iny prwk)ul Offers. F .~:  If the •mount financed 
rep . $ O,73 .48. Colt of borroW, ng $734:48. A~.uml .r~ i.rebete~ $:~)0 u !1~..alterm.u.u.u.u.u.m~m. zdlould you choose • reduced lllnencing me Instwd Of the ~ ,  Legielatinn 
Nl(lUlm8 that h• Lmon~ of Iha nmme must oll IN~u~. m the cost ov oorro~ng m oroer 10 Irdvm M 1,1 ~lh)(:th,• ~ fillS. In the example 91vml. the 14~ctlve rofe Of 
t rw l~t~or l .  
ttC411h I~k l  ire i flmlted time offor, pur(:tlmle muir t~ mid• lind d~m,y tMmfl from MIir~ 2~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1~,  ~ i ~  m ~ .  
In nto(:k. Dmler ord~ n.~y be neceuwy• uee~ may oell f~r h.m. Dtzoo.nts reply m v~c l~ pumlvmd ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~.  
8eo deel~ kx detallL 
• 7 yearT115,0oO kilometre 
Limited Pc~/~llllln Wlfllmty on North Am•dew1 
buUl models. See D~ lot do~ils. 
8m DW~r for dttJl~ " 
" J  . . . . .  . ' : ' - . 4 -  . . . . .  • . . . . . . .  " " " : "  " " - - ' "  " - ' "  
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:, Your:cho. e::: O! 
Ken House -- Call us for support and Infer- 
marion if you are a victim of mental or physical 
abuse. We're available 24 hours a dayto  
women, men and children. Phone 635-6447. 
The Alzholmor Information line: phone 
635-3178. 
ALANON: for family and friends of alcoholics. 
If someone Dice's drinking le affecting your• 
lifo, please Join us in Alenon. Meetings are on 
Monday nights at 8 p.m. In the meeting room 
on the Psychiatric ward of Mille Memorial 
Hospital, For Information or support' In a time 
of need, call 638-1291. 
ALATEEN: for young people affected by some.. 
end elee's drinking. In Alateen you can meet 
• others who share your experience, and learn 
about alcoholism as an Illness. If alcohol Is a 
problem in your family, come to an Alateen 
meeting on Thuredsys from 3:30 to 4:30 at 
Skeena.juhlor Secondary , Room 111, For more 
Information, call 635-2436. 
A.C.O.A, Adult children of alcoholics and 
dlsfunctlonal families, meetings on Thursdays 
at Knox" United Church from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
For more Information, call 638-8117. 
The Tomtce Child Developm0nt Centre needs 
volunteers to aeeist our therapy and pre-schooi 
staff with individual treatment programs. Ac- 
tivlUes include: bike riding, swimming and 
other staff recommendations. For more infor- 
mation contact Maureen or Monlque at 
635.9388 or 635-7557. 
The Tsnaos Youth Centre's hours are: For 10 
to 19 year olds, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7- 
9 p.m.; For 13 - 19 year olds Fridays, 8:30 p.m. 
to midnight. We offer a variety of programs to 
Interest everyone.who comes through the TYC 
or you can Just hang out, it's up to you. We are 
always In the market for volunteers toot The 
Terrace Youth Centre is located at 4634 Walsh 
Avenue in the old Ukrainian Hall, phone 
635-2018. 
Every Monday evening it's Cribbage Night at 
Terracevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in 
the community is invited to drop in and catch 
the action. 
Terrace Association for Community Living 
needs advocates for handicapped people liv- 
ing in Terrace. For more information please 
phone Janlce at 635-9322. 
TorraceToastmeeters -- Doyen find it difficult 
to prepare and give a talk? Tul"n to 
Toastmasters, for help. Meetings are the first 
and third Tuesday of each month at Northwest 
Community College, room 2061 at 7:30 p.m. For 
information, contact Dick Evans at 635-7068. 
Do you need a break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. 
Children ages 3.to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to l l  a.m. at the Chris- 
tian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
• .~ ..:...., , .. :.~...~.:.~:..,..' ~ "~, ,:, ~ . . . . .~ .  : 
. ,  .~, ~ • , : ~ .  / , ~ , :  • . . . .  ~ ', , • . . . . .  ~ , , . , ' 
The ~. Terraoe"/FdOhde:rand Flmlllol' of:"i:': 
Sohlzophrenl(~s'/is'a upport:group that meets / :  
• once per month; Meetings.are the 3rd Tuesday * , 
.of the month st :7'3O p.m. 'at th'e'Psych. Con- 
ference Room et Mills Membflal Hospital. One 
aim o f  the group .Is to provide community 
education about this Illness; Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become part of this group Is 
welcome to attend themostlngs. Please call 
638-3325 for further. Information. ...... 
The TWnlce.Oupllcete Bddge Club:n~ots every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p,m. at Caledonia Senior 
Se~:ondary in the cafeteria: Anyone Interested 
In playing please contact Ellen Smith. at 
6354096' or: May" McFsrMnd. at :635-2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One Parent Family ruestings are.held the eec- 
end Wednesday of everY month. • For more In. 
formation phone Dabblest 635.4383 or Helen 
at 6354336. 
Skeena Valley Rebekah Lodge holds regular 
meetings every secondand fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m; In the Oddfellow's Hall, 
3222 Munroe,Terrace. For more Information 
call 635,2470. 
Please assist the less fortunate of Terrace;- 
The Anti-poverty. Group Society is receiving 
donations from peopleof good will, so that 
they may continue helplngdlsadventaged pea-. 
pie. Send your contribution to  treasurer 
Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazel.le Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T3. Phone 635.4631. 
Terrace Minor Hockey Is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those-interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick KIIborn at 635-3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
during the day. 
Terrace Contract Bridge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday of each month at the Legion. 
Register by Sept. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 or Linda at 635-5992 or 635-9141. 
The Terrace Women's Resource centre's 
operating hours areMonday to Friday, 12 noon 
to 4 p.m. and Tuesday evenings from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. We offer confidential support, Informa- 
tion, referrals, legal into., support groups, 
drop-in centre and more. 4542 Park Ave., phone 
638-0228. 
The Royal Purple Lodge #216, Terrace holds 
meet ngs tl~e 2nd aod~dthMondaysr.~:.every ..... ~-.~ 
month. For inf0rn~atl0n ;and meml~ership, 
please phone 635-6643 or 635-2415. 
If you have expeden¢sd the loss of a family 
member through suicide and would like to 
meet with others" who have experienced the 
same, please call 638-0942 or 635-3178~for 
more Information. 
The Terrace BreaStfeedlng Support Group 
welcomes Morns and babies to regular month- 
iy meetings held. the first Tuesday of every 
Streams. Also, Bible study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. month in the Mills Memorial education room at 
No previous knowledge xpected. For more in- 8 p.m. We discuss all aspects of breastfeeding 
formation or transportation, call Hilda. at and trytoanswer.aH questions. Refreshments 
635-7871 or Ruth at 635-2621. We look forward served. For ~.!~2rts~er Information, call Terry 
to seeing youl walker at ~o-;~zo . . 
# 
] 
Rnn q . • ml~ ~='  5 p.m. - -  10 p.m. ~------'~ uo~ --T~u,,. ~C~0,~£. -- m,d,10,, 
4620 Lakelse Avenue F~, ;L sa,. t~o ~m.-, ~.~ I 
, I ( ~ , ~ r  . .ndsy  12:00 I~11. - -  10 P.m. I 
VV I=O I 636-8141 638-1848 or 638-8034 I 
I 
I 
,. G IM 'S  
RESTAURANT 
~.~P" Chinese & Canadian Food "~,~ 
~[~ OPEN 7. DAYS A WEEK 1[t,.~ 
i | |  Men-Wed 11 .30a .m. -  I0:00 p .m.~] .~ 
~__  Thursday 11:30 a.m. - -  !1:00 p.m~.ff~i/" 
Fr i  - Sat 11~30 n.m. - -  1;00 a.m. 
. Sunday 12:00 a.m. 10:00 p.m . . . . . .  . .  
4643 Park Avenue : 6J3-o! ! ! 
. . , . • 
his spot  could 
be yours 
i i f - i 
., Spec ia l i z ing  ,n Ch inese  
Cu is ine  and  Canad ian  • 
' D i s h e s  . • 
~ |  4eosareUoAve. forTake-Oot [ v / i l~  ill 
Terrace, B .C .  Ph.,5-6184 ~,_.____, 
- | 
Copper 
Grm... 
Terrace Hotel i~lS-MI4O 
For your dining pleasure we. hove: . 
expanded our Copper Grill RNtaurant 
hours, 
to .9  pore. .~ 
o 
• . , . •  
c 
"! will both lay me down 
inpeace, and sleep: for 
~thou, Lord, only maketh 
medwell in safety;" 
" Psalm 4:8 
, |  
sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor=' 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. *': ~ Fr. Allan F. No0nan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O,M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue : 
*i#i ~ 
- - .  . .  
/ .  
• r 
635.231' 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Clergy: 
Reverend Bill Andersen 
Reverend Peter Zimmer 
635-9019 
Sunday Services: 
9 aim. & 11 a.m. 
Sunday School classes are held during the 9 a. m. service. Child 
care is available during the 9 a.m, service, 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 
Christ Lutheran Church 
, StartingSunday J anuary  1, Worsh ip  Serv ice  a t  12 noon 
Sunday School 10:30 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Boistad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
I 
• Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath khooh Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. Ole Unruh m 145-7311 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
~ 3306 Griffiths 635-3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
• Sunday khoo l :  -: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a;m. 
Sunday Services: 
8:30 a.m. / 11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
~3LY2 Soarks Street 
Pastors: 
Jim Westman 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115 
Knox united. Church 
Sunday Worship: Minister:' 
10:30 a.m. Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: Youth ~roup: 
iO:30a.m, i , 6;30 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. " " 655-6014 
- As mbly 
Early 8 e r v i c e : ~ ~  ~Pastor : .  I 
8:30 a m ,  John Caplln I 
Asmx:late Pastor: Cliff Slebert I 
Sunday School: Pm_yor Time: i 
10:00 s.m. _ 6_:00 p.m_ . . . .  | 6:s0p._m. __ _ I 
3511 Eby Street 635-2434 
• . The Alliance Church 
Family Bible khool .  Faster: Rick Wlebe 
9:45 a.m. Au't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine WorshiP: 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6~30 p.m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Min is t r ies .  Home Bible Stud ies .  Visitation 
4923:Agar Avenue , , 635-7727 
• 4 . . 
9.N a.m. Christian Education (oil ages) , 
11:00 o.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Infornmtlon call 
4643 Walsh Avenue ( I~ IS -MS0 
Christian RefOrmed Church 
11 s.m. & 6 p.m. Peter Sluys -- ~5-~1 
ooff~ kak, t.elte rome mary 
Wednosdays 9:30 ~ & 7".45 p.m. 
3602Sparks ~ 886.8178 
• - ~ ' , • : - , * *  q , 
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~ : ..... ~' ~ :: ~ ALLSEASON,  
LOWEST F,RICE-:: ,. ~ ' ~  : '  :i::i ALL TERRAIN RADIAL 
PERFORMANCE RADIAL 
- ' 8 7 "  F IF  " F;RilC~.M8~~I~ ~ 
:". VANS, 4x4's 
• :_ FROM 
• EAGLE ST ...... 
QI RAISED WHITE LETTEi:iS I 
S,ze • ::95:95:•!. sa.'i~;:!: ~ ~ ~ WRANGLER AT 195nr~14 =. .P 175/70R 13 $ ' 87,95; : :  ' :'" 
el  85170R 13 91.95 '• : ~ BLACK SERRATED LETTERS 
P195170R13 Size R~ ,%Ie Rrlce 
P195/61~H4 "::i": : i05.95 951~H 6.5 D8 153.95 
P215/60R14 : :. i ' : '  108.95 950R16.5 El0 172.95 
P235160R14 118.95 ~ ~ 215175R15 C6 115.95 
' P245/60R14 : 125.95 . . . .  235/75R15 C6 124.95 
P225/70R15. 121.95 235/75R15 D8 137.95 
P235170R15 ."12¢95 ~ :)ments o .  1 _  
P245160R15 132.95 2151851:116 D8 135.95 
P255/60R15 ' 136.95 235/85R16 D8 143.95 
: 235/85R16 El0 159.95 
i n  .'er, ,s,,so -RRAIN RADIAL ALLSE.ASON RADIAL ~: : :~ '  Ik R PICK-UPS, 
'116 
,,o. 95 :::: ~ ~.NS, 4x4's 
EAGLE GT+4 .... 119 
OUTLINE WHITE LETTERS/ '~ 
SPEED RATED GLER AT 185neR14 
P185170HR 13 116,95. ~,~ .:_~.,:~ :,;;,,:~,:,-: :~. :- ,  ::_:!,::.:, OUTLINE WHITE LETTERS 
P185/70HR14 128.46 " ",.- :':! 195/75R14 C6 $119.95 
P195/60HR 14 133196 / . .... 235175R 15 C6 137.9[~ 
P215/60HR 14 136.95 225175R16 C6 148.95 
P215/60HR15 138.95 255/85R16 D8 208.96 
P225/60HR 14 139.95 
ECONOMY 
• *53"  
P215165HR15 145.45 k " 
P235/60HR 14 146.95. 
P225/70HR15 '~==~ °= " ALL SEASON RADIAL 
• P245160HR15 
P255/60HR15 FROM 
~i TIEMPO 
LIGHT TRUCK ~ *:: h~va, 
: + ' :  ': P165/80R13 60.95 
! WMI Ell ,11  J ~ l ~, .~rE  i .  ' ' P185/80R13 65.95 
' ~C8 ~! . O ~[ll=m~ P195/75R14 
" J L  '~1 U ~ I1~,,~'~=,~ pr ~ ~ ~ 1 /  P185/75R14 71.95 
73.95 
: WRANGLER AT IRV ~:  £ .A . . . . .  P205175R14 76.95 
27-880-R14 ~ " '~i,., P205/75R15 79.95 
OUTUNE WHITE LETTERS m mPnlR in  =~=l~~rrR  P215/75R15p225/75R15 89.9584'95 
~ SalePIk:e , , i , , J L J LU JL , . J L J L~JL JLW JL JL JL  L ,~ I I~V, ,~, .  W O  P235/75"15 94.95 
30-950R15 C6 $148.95 K 
31-1050R15 C6 165.95 " 
: 31-11501:115 C6 181.96 OUR NEWEST PREMIUM 
33-1250R15 C6 200.95 ALL  SEASON RADIAL  
311050R165 D8 203.95 .... ~.,: ~.+.. !,~.:.: 
~ INVICTA GL 
~,:~,~ Whitewall 
" Size Sale Price 
:~ i :  P155180R13 $ 72.45 
...!,~ ~%1:~!~; ;~ Lp165ISOR13 83.45 
P175/801:113 89.95 
P 185/80R 13 92.95 
, ~:* :-:'~:',.. P185175R14 95.95 
P 195/75R 14 99.45 
~!~ P205175R 14 104.95 
] two or more Goodyear tires and get the all new. ,  " "~. ' ,~"  ,o,;4~ P185170R14 109.95 
aoments- in sports" video ~Pe aofnO extra charge. • P205/75R 1  19 170  45 1110"9511.95 
deal on tires and a g~ ca[. fun P205no.,4 115.95 
' - ..... ~ :P215/75R15 118.95 
%~ phi : in  effect until aprit 29th ;;de . . . .  " -'" - -- P225175R15 118.95 
" P235175R15 127.45 
i 
.O  
soa l~s)~t 
. qivst 30 
" ;  . , , ,  " . 
I I I I " " I I  1 I I I 
Ra/nch¢ck$ a~t//able on It//n'res at ~r /Atfal Senice Ccntrt. ,::'~' 
Kal Tire's own Road Hazard Warranty is honored at over 70 locations throughout B.C. and Alberta 
CEDARLAND TIRE SERVICE LTD. 
4929 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE: 635-6170 
• -At Kal Tire you must be completely satisfied -- .we guarantee Iti 
tm 
% 
• • I 
• , • , . .  . • •, ' .  . • , : : - .  
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• ~ ~ " ,YOU'LL NOT,CE T I ° ' - - - - " - "~" ' ' - - ' Y  TU~T'S ~!1 ' : ' ' '  ":' 
r,.',.~ ' r YOU GO, ~ I: ~DE .'r,E T~L OUT OF '~" .  ' ' ~ ~'~-~ E ;b~'~U) I  : • ' '  ; 
• ,.. 7.C'( ' ) HARVIN.. | t YOUROLD DIAPERB I ~ ~  ' ~'~"[" " t CAN FLY. "~, ;.'1 I . : • ,  
? ,~~. .  f .~ou~:• i i ~ • \•  . . . .  : ~ ~  ::J:o: . ; '  e~, T~E ' ) ,U  " 
i ' .KITE S : ' ~ ~.;,.. ,~  : , YOUR ' -  ; , '  
available'in:thematernity waM at Mills Memorial ~ I ~ 1  \ ~ ~f~$:~5~ ~_ 2 Xi , " 
.. "" 1L'l " " 1 ' 1 1 1 1 ~ ~  ~ ' ' ' ' l ' ' ' l  l~  
KOUGHNETT - -  • I Robbe" and/Mik'e.are " '  " , " , " 
" 4 ' : . . . . . .  : BY JOHNNY,  HART. 
Y- . . . . .  
VAN 
weighing 7 lbs. I oz. Proud grandparents are Louis 
and Margaret Gair. 
delighted to .•ann°unce the, birth' :of their, son 
Rychard Louis onMarch2~:,i989at,3iSOa:m' I l -e .c :  
:i:'::•/'_:: 
E ~ B ] ~  24-hour Phone 
(604)635-4080 
Member of AFS Wit0 Sordce 
/ 
/ 
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr ,  20 -May 20  
GEMIN I  
May-21 June20 • 
CANCER 
June 21-Juiy 22 
Forecast Period: 419-4/1S/89 . 
You pick up many unique tips in your conunun- 
ity travels, and you know how to put them to 
profitable use. 
Behind the scenes maneuvering puts you in a 
favorable position for an ample return on your 
im, estment. 
Recognize opportunity when it comes up, and 
start a new cycle of self-advancement. Added 
prestige isindicated. 
Lend a helping hand, physically or financially, 
to pull others up from the depths of despair. En- 
courage the discouraged. 
The recent anxieties eem to fade away. Your 
cherished hopes become reality. What you wan! 
is what you get. 
Promotion to an important position is quite likely. 
It's a gratifying experience toknow that you are 
the popular choice. 
Knowledge and awareness come to you effort- 
lessly, and you have a comprehensive grasp of 
what good business requires. 
Signs point o a period of prosperity incorporate 
business matters, or in fund raising activities. 
Romantic relationships are refreshed, renewed, 
and found anew. Cupid will be busy sending his 
arrows into the air. 
Employment matters flow along at a fast, effort- 
less pace. Time flies when you like what you're 
doi,g. 
Social gatherings bring out the best in the Aquari- 
an. Put your pessimistic thoughts in the back- 
ground and enjoy the moment. 
Aspects are favorable for purchasing or reno- 
vating residential property. Don't be surprised if
the family needs more room quick. 
LEO 
July 23.Aug. 22 
\ 
¥1RGO 
Aug. 23-S¢pt. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oc.t. Xt-Nov. 21 
SAGrn'ARIUS 
Nov,  22-11~. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22.Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb .  IS 
- .  - . .  o 
F ~ . " "" " . o . ,  "L 
,1 , ,~  
w, ttn iKAn~l[i 
# 
I D 
l The eyatts 
: . ; ' •  
• L • 
By Jack Elrod l• 
T~ACIIEA TOLP TR " 
f ,  TORY oF ,CREATION 
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I Sally Forth By Oreg Howard '1 
I ( FKoMoI}P.M(IR~IAe, E ,I"£DF ) I I  ~ ~1~5, ,  6g fS0ME-  
I Andy Capp By Regg ieSmythe  I 
IF YO ~g, /  
• Doonesbury 
_ 
H/V-~.  I ~'TI/J.. 
i 8UTI'A,/AI, P.EADY~II~ 
a 7/¢EA~pUI~A IZpF~ BOT# 
: \ ~ .fO~I,#IJ.YANP 
~. PAINFUL- • 
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( mqb~g p~z,~es RseoY m 
SAVE ~ IRE TROUBLE 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
1 m 
T0~4Te, ~7HAUPt~PC-9. 
rove ~ T e P  TmV~ ~ee 00~ ~o HAve 
oN/~.avm77ve 7o zP.u~ ,we oN 
~ .  euT T/./e r -A~ Aee 7"/.//~ ONe, MA'AM, 
ARe a~.~//~ /~oee queme~ 
WCT/,~ o~~~l ,~ I I ~- r~ L 
A/~. ' i 
P ISCES 
Feb .  19-Mar, 20 
: ,  
'S'SIFI'E'  • • ~ i '•~•I• ~:~::•:::~ : ' .... : :•• . . . . . .  
-- * [T~ "~ I " *  " ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ "~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i! !BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear'in the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
~g 
"~ Newspapers Association and reach more than 1,000,000 homes and a potential two million readers. 
words ($3, per each additional word) Call The •. Terrace 
AUTOMOTIVE 
What's your choice? Buy, 
lease, new, used, repos & 
ex-lease, or take over pay- 
ments. Access to large in- 
ventories. Financing• 'at - 
ranged OAC. Call•collect, 
520-1113. " 
• Nodown payment and bank 
financing O.A.C. Lease/pur- 
chase new, used trucks, 
cars. B.C.'s largest Ford 
-Dealer. since 1927. Call Bob 
Langstaff collect 522-2821. 
D.#5276. 
I ,  
Avoid reposessionl Save 
your credit. We take over 
car and truck payments. No 
cost to you. Call collect. 
Priority Financial Services 
Ltd. (604)589-6060. 
BUSINESS 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Award-winning community 
newspaper, supplementary 
publl(~ations; real estate. 
Average revenue $155,000; 
prospects for more. Reply: 
Newspaper, #312, 4809 - 34 
Street, Red Deer, Alberta 
T4N 0P2. 
Now is the time to get 
involved in the ~,ast-growing 
home water filtration busi- 
ness. Distribute top-quality 
line in your area. For details 
contact: D.D. Distributors, 
#116- 1401 West Broadway, 
Vancouver V6H 1H6. 1-734- 
3370. 
If you can sell advertising 
and train salesmen, I have a 
better-than-average deal. 
Canada and U.S.~.. fran- 
OPPORTUNITIES chises, 50% of gross or 
Private Investigation: A car- commission. 1-604-590-4327. 
eer that is both challenging 
Review at635-7840 i!)i; 
Mall-order --  lovers toys 
and sexy novelties. Send $4. 
to receive (4,colour) , cat- 
amgue. Visal MasterCard. 
161 East 1st St., North Van- 
couver ~ V7L 1B2. 987-1175. 
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada's I~rgest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Union rates and 
benefits. Resume to 
Skeena Sawmills, P.O. 
Box 10, Terrace B.C. V8g 
4A3. Attn. Wallace T. 
Schmidt .  Planer 
Superintendent. 
Journeyman Millwright. 
Responsible for overall 
available, Salary negot 
Northern Alberta. Catalogues available, Nor- based on experience and 
The best one man business, burn Lighting Centre., 4600 qualifications: Ardew Wood 
Discover the original easy East Hastings Street, Burn- Products Ltd., Box 280, 
vend. Most innovative and B.C. VSC 2K5. Phone aby, u u . '  Merr itt ,  BC V0K 2B0. 
durable candy dispenser 1-299-0666. Phone378-6161, 
ever developed. Easy to loc- - - - - - - - - - -  AUto Trlmmerl Upholsterer 
ate wlth support Of Natlonal Hobby ceramlc dlstrlbutor to start Immedlately In large 
CharltableOrganlzatlon, Ex- close-out. Save to 60%, well-equlpped, professional 
ceiient return. $325 per Glazes, stalns, brushes, shop. Full-tlme year-round 
unit, Mlnlmum of 20 unlts employment. Good remun- 
recommended, Ca l l  Len eratlon. Call Mr. Tablsh In 
Rulgrok, S.C./Yukon deal- 
er/ 987-6593 or call toll-free 2643Campbellor 923-2643River* BC,after287-6 
1.800 361-8910. D.m. 
2506; Bill Cowpar~ 559-4545. 
maintenance o f  sawmill 
operations. Certif ied or 
years equivalent experience, 
REL IABLE  CANADIAN 
AND ORIENTAL LADLES 
(all ages)seek housekeeping 
opportunity, exchange for 
shared accomodation, new 
locations, companionship, 
etc. Request further Infor- 
mation 1-547-2020 anytime 
(7 days). 
PETS & LIVESTOCK 
strong leadership skills, 
planning and organization New carr!ageslwagons, res- 
abilities. Benefit package torations, parts and accas- 
iable sorles. Wheel repairs, coach 
rentals. Consignments. Dis-" 
counts for clubs and organi- 
zations. Cariboo Carriage 
Works, Box 1017, 100 Mile 
House, BC, V0K 2E0. 
Phone (604)395-4111. 
Wrinkle puppies: pb, reg. 
Chinese Shar Ps i  pups. 
Registered champion stock. 
Pet and breeding/show 
stock. Full written health 
uarantee. Start at $500. 
e!! -403-s87-5694, 
Wanted immediately: ton- 
ing, tanning, facial toning 
and ~ other beauty/health 
equipment for new salon. 
Call Peter McGowan, ~ (403) 
624-1315. Peace River, 
Books, newsletters, courses. 
We drop-ship. Details: Gar- 
ant, Box 2895WE, Thunder 
Bay~ Ont. P7B 5G3. 
Be a part of Dickle Dee Ice 
Cream's 30th successful 
year. Run your own mobile 
vending business employing 
students on ice cream bicy- 
cles. Protected territories. 
Small Investment. Dickle 
Dee Ice Cream Ltd., 116-  
1401 West Broadway, Van- 
couver, V6H 1H6. 1-734- 
3370. 
lmOOlS ,  bisque, greenware, olds, kilns and more. 594- 
9955. Pacific Western Cera- 
mics, 2.12111 -86th  Ave., 
Surrey V3W 3H8. 
ILC'LCICJ¢. 
dauffteds 
25 WORDS 
$159 
I I 
Call The 
i I I  I II 
Terrace Review 
at 635.7840 
• FOR SALE MISC. 
. °  
Fiatallis - parts - AIIis Chal- Certified• Planerrnan re- 
mers. New & used parts quired. Must be able to 
plus large exchange pro- Millwright. Shift work. 
gram. Barger Equipment 
Inc.,  5967 - 103A St., Ed-, PERSONAL 
monton. Phone (403)438- 
6700~ Fax (403)438-6701. 
encouraged in this progres- 
HELP WANTED sive operation. A journey- ing, man's trade certificate and close-in. $60~000. Call 795- 
and rewarding. If you are Thriving family business in 
seeking employment or a rapidly expanding communi- GM ON MARINE, 86 S.E. sawmillience aremaintenanCedefinit;~ assets.eXper" 7096_ . .~_~or  795-7065. 
new career you might do ty: 90-seat restaurant, "B"  Marine Drive, Vancouver, Above industry rates, excel- FREE booklet. Concrete or 
well to consider being a license. Excellent Ioaction BC, requires technicians lent working conditions, a wood for your basement? 
resident private investigator downtown mall. Socks Real- with GM training. Excellent 
in your area. We are look- ty Ltd., Box 931, Socks, BC benefits. Apply in confi- complete benefits package Before you decide get all 
ing to expand oui" netwoi'k V0S 1N0. dence to DAVE DOWKES, and relocation assistance the facts. Write: Founda- 
o f  investigators throughout ~ Service Manager, (604)324- are offered. The community tion focus, 201-1155 W. 
'BC. We offer a complete ._,.v,..-.. . . . .  7222. is an attractive family- Pender St., Vancouver, BC 
government certified train- ~ oriented city with a high V6E 2P4. 
,,~' . . . . . .  ~,=,,r,=,~o" . . . .  ,-.,u,~' . . . . . .  -,,"" .,," Residential Building Mana- LITTE PEOPLE (Dwarf sta- quality of life on the beauti- SE-RVIC-ES 
. . . .  gers required all over Can- 2-year period of-supervision ture)3'6" '~to 4'10". Cana-* ful north coast of British ada. Completion of govern- for qualifying graduates, ment a,',,,roved c,,rr .,,,,-,,,, dlan Half-Pints (Dwarf) bas' Columbia. Send your comp- ICBC Injury Claims? Call : ...... . . . .  ~, ,, ,,=~,,,,,- leted resume or call: Mr. 
27.03216. ~ : denoe course qualifies you ketball team auditioning Larry. Johnson, Clifford and Dale Carr-Harris - 20 years 
atrlal lawyer with five years (L .ary store in beautiful for these jobs. Guaranteed players - excellent pay - Associates, 1010-510 Bur- medical school before law 
re ~rt area. Sales placement assistance by world travel - will train. Call 
$1,200,000. Excellent profit Munday Personnel. Call Phil r, (416)476-2307. rard St., Vancouver, B.C. V6C 3A8 r (604)687-6211. 0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
• perlenced In •head Injury 
return. Ask!ng $159,000 RMTI, 681-5456 or write for Goss Community Lead and other maJorclalms. Per- 
plus Inventory at cost. details: #901-700 W: Pend- 
Christina Lake, BC. Phone er, Vancouver, 'BC, V6C Pressman to head night NOTICES centagefeesavallable. 
shift printing newspapers I ~ d  
(604)447-6171, ask for Den- 1G8.  : " ~ and quality flyer work in Kuntz a meeting will be Major injury claims. Joel A. nis. _ 
2 ~ .  FREE. 1989 guide to study- Southern Ontai;io. Reply to held to Inform anyone who Wener, personal Injury trial 
Butcher, convenience store, a t-nome • corresponoenc.e Production Manager, (416) is Interested in helping Dr. lawyer for 21 years. Call 
Two coolers, walk-in freez- u.ipmma courses Tor prestl- 561-1098. I~untz to fight to have his collect, 736-5500 Vancouver. 
nr Other enternrises Dos- gmus careers: Accounting, license to practice re-instat- If no recovery, no fee. No 
sil)le_Eiross $111~000. La~nd, Airconditionlng, Bookkeep- Experiences Real Estate ed: Terrace Carpenter's Yukon inquiries. 
budll ing o br  usiness. Re- rag, UUslness, uosmetology, salesperson for busy office U.nion Hall, 3312 Sparks, 
irin uesnel 604 992 Electronics, Legal/Medical in beautiful sunny Merritt. 1.30 p.m; Sunday, April 9. 
~,11~'dQs, (6~)'4)7(47.~89~ Secretary, Psycholo~l~y,_T.ra- Hub of Coquihalla Highway. For information contact Don 
evenings, vel. uranton tl,~h lU~)b w.  Call in confidence, Decade Klie, 632-7571; Randy 
. . . . . . .  Gecrnla, Ste. 2002, Vancou- Real Estate Ltd., 378-6181, Haigh, 635-5218 or 635- ~tart a mall oroer nome , ,~.. ~ =nn_,~==, .,,~4 
business. Easy, profitable. "o-r .-,.,v~,..,,,-,,--,. 378-6675. 9082; Evelyn Birnle; 624- 
Sell' information by mail. EQUIPMENT & 2210 or 624-7800-38, Jack 
MACHINERY HELP WANTED and Ann DeCoteau, 847- 
FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED PETS & LIVESTOCK ..... 
SEIKO 8600 Computer Sy.s- Pressman required for small Angora Goats: pb, reg. An' 
tern for sale. Seiko CP'U Shop. Some experlence'nec- g oras at a reasonable price. 
with 40 MB hard disk, 640K essary. Send resume, refer- ~reat shearing records. 
diskette drive, Seiko 8620 ences and salary expected Morn and Dad are retiring. 
terminal and keyboard. Not to: Dave Charters, 1265 Ce- Must sacrifice this flock. 
IBM.compatible,• but ideal  dar Ave., Trail, BC, VIR For  more information call 
for ~running Thoroughbred 4B9 1-403-887-5694. 
Operating System in a mini- #o~:estry technician or For- 
network environment. Con- 
tact Matthewat BCYCNA, ester with minimum 5 years Katahdins: pb, reg. Katah- 
669-9222. experience in forestry and din Hair Sheep." Sick of  
Here's the an- logging. 24 Mfbmtyr saw- shearing? 
GARDENING mil/near Creston, BC. Corn- swer. Unique breed of meat 
petitive salary. J.H. Hus- sheep with many reasons 
Interested in Greenhouse or croft Ltd., Box 90, Erickson, for acquiring a flock. Call 
1-403-887-5694. Hydropon icGarden ing?  BC~VOB 1K0.428-7106. 
Greenhouses $195., Hydro-. MAINTENANCE MILL -  REAL ESTATE 
ponic Gardens $39. , Halides WRIGHTS AND ELECTRI- 
from $140. Over 2000 pro- .CLANS: Apply your well- Chilliwack townhouse. Fea- 
ducts in stock, super prices, developed • maintenance 
Free  Catalogue call Toll skills In a modern export tures: dining room, two 
Free 1-800-663-5619: Water sawmill. Employee partici- large bedrooms with en- 
suites, two covered patios, 
Farms, 1244 Seymour St., pati0n and teamwork ~ are garage, fireplace, built-in 
Vancouver B.C. V6B 3N9: • vacuum, air.conditionin , 
f 
. . . ,  . ? r .  , . . " . 
. . . . .  " ' " I I I  
Orguikmily gmlm.lmdk. TIl. iS ex- 
cellent meat comes to you cut, wrap: 
ped and froz.en. S3..O0/Ib., .about 30 
Ibe. per package. Phone Hayes at 
6,15-3278 or 635-9388 (wk.). .4/26p 
To give amy to a good country 
home. 1-year old, spaded, all shots 
Springer Spaniel. Smart and loves to 
play. Phone 638-1104. 4/5nc 
Tolouse geese. Asking $25 each. 
Phone 638-0001 after 3 p.m. 4121 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board, are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
lrlmrsdsys Item 1 to a p.m. 
The Cupboard is located in the 
Sksena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquldse can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 4/28p 
8koona Proto©tlon Coalition 
meeting, Wednesday, Apfll 12 st 7 
p.m. in the Terrace Library base- 
ment. Topic -- reoyollng arbage. 
New members welcome. 4/12p 
1981 Eqla stMIonw=gmn, 4x4, 
cruise, tilt, air shocks, AMIFM 
cassette, auto, 6 cyl. $4,500. Phone 
638.1530. 4/5,,p 
1981 Clwwtte, &door hatchbsck, 
standard, 78,000 KMs, tune up, new 
brakes, timing belt, battery, very lit- 
tle rust, good rubber. $1,800. Phone 
~a4S5. 4/26p 
1580 Honda ~ automatic, 4.door, 
125,000 km, ~ condltlon, some 
rust. $2,000 ,.m~. Phone 635-9151, 
room 373, before 3:30 p.m. 4/5 p 
1586 Chevette; standard transmis- 
sion, radio & cassette, immaculate 
condition, 15,000 original kms. Must 
be seen. Asking $5,200. Phone 
.638-1506; 4/14 
Mustmg GTe2; Excellent condit31~)~, ~ 
Asking $5,000 firm. Phone 635-31z 
and ask for Rick. 4/14 
1N3 Ford T.Bird; 2-doer, excellent 
condition. Low mileage. Asking 
$8,000. Phone 627-7168. 4/21 
197B Cheq Mstibu Stationwegon; 
runs well. body rusted, pe, pb, cruise 
control. Good tires, 350, V-8. Asking 
$.500. Phone 632.6351. 4/21 
1111 red ~ ;  350 •auto, glass 
t-top, factory toga, all options ex- 
cept cruise, 78,000 kms. $2,000 Ssn- 
sui stereo. Louvers, bia & knock off 
performer. Billstsen ehceke. Ex- 
cellent condition. Asking $17,500. 
Serious callers only after 6 
635-?997. 
1974 Cltm'y Nave; 350 auto, ps, Pb, 
excellent running condition, 4.door. 
Asking $1,200 obo. Phons 638-8338. 
4/28 
Looking for small gid's bicycle 
suitable for a 5 or 6 year old. Phone 
638-0112 evenings. 4/28 
1974 9V=' Vanguard Camper with 
jacks. Asking $3,200. Phone 
635.5559. 4128 
Zenith floor model remote control 
TV, $500. obo. Atachl VCR with 
remote pause cord, 10 videos, has 
had work done. Asking $300 obo. 
Phone 622-731g. 4/28 
am:lionel couch, beige, good condi- 
tion, Asking $400. Phone e35-ST~ 8 
Homeiite ¢halmmw, excellent runn- 
Ing condition. N~dl achaln. Ask)~O ° 
$50 obo. Plane oa~.,mu]. " "  
' • ~ ~ from $10 to 
v - -  
Mixed Ikemmod for sale. Measured 
co,-_"~:-__ R,,;,-,;-:-- "-::~- 4/~ 
i 
Classified Ads- Deadline is Monday, l.p.m. 
As =~ public service the Terrace Review ill print free of charge any ad offering to share something 
with the community (eg., tides, child .care., free item,s): In addition there will be no Charge for 
"Lost & Found" or for ads placed by individuals•seeking work. ' 
RATES: Non Display- per issue; =4.00 for .30 words or less, additional words 5¢ each. 
Display - per zssue, *4.75 per column inch. 
• We reserve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. 
TERMS: Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad with payment to: 4535 Greig Ave., : : . . . .  . 
Terrace, B.C. V8G I M7 . , : ~ 
Babysitter(s) wanted for children 15 
and 33 months. Must be responsible 
and Interested In children. 3-6 hours 
per week during the day, also casual 
evenings and weskenda.:Area west 
of Kenney. Phone 638.0639. 4126p 
WANTED: Mature, reliable, occae- 
signal babysitter needed for 9 
month old girl. Near Kalum Lake 
Drive. Phone 638-0784. 4/21 
Kermode Societyl Friendship 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
The elected Board of DirectOrs • of the Ker- 
mode Friendship Society are seeking :a 
dynamic, results-driven individual to continue 
and expand upon the Society's • recent suc- 
cesses. 
The Executive Director will be a high-profile 
motivator capable of administering and 
supervis!ng day-to-day operations while 
establishing and developing new programs 
that benefit the local Native community. A 
proven track record, a thorough knowledge of 
Native cuitiJre':~and: lifestyles and a sOund 
understanding of the functions and programs 
of Native associations, band councils and 
government resource agencies are required. 
Compensation is negotiable in the $29,000 
range. 
A full job description and further information 
maybe obtained from the Kermode Friend- 
ship Society's office. Applications, with 
references will be accepted to April 7th and 
may be mailed to: 
Mr. Ron Bartlett, President 
Kermode Friendship Society, 
• 331.3 Kalum Street, 
• Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N7 4/5o' 
ACCOUNTING CLERK VACANCY 
Skeena' Broadcasters has h vac'ancy for a full-time 
Accounting Clerk 2. Theposit ion will commence May 
1, 1989. ~ , 
DUTIES: 
Take associated company's records to financial state 
ment level, assist in preparation of•Skeena's monthly 
financial statements, handle cablevision collections, 
assist in other accounting duties• ~ ." . . . . .  
EDUCATION: 
Secondary School graduation with additional.courses 
in accounting and office procedures. 
SKILLS: 
Ability to communicate effectively and work with 
minimal supervision. Complete work in a t neat, ac- 
curate manner, Have good knowledge of accounting 
and office procedures. Familiarity with computer 
systems an asset, 
EXPERIENCE: 
Three years related accounting expe rlenoe~ 
Skeena Broadcasters offers a pleasant, modern work- 
ing environment, excellent benefits and a competitive 
salary. Send resume attention Personnel to Skeena 
Broadcasters, 4625' Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B,C. VSG 
1S4. 
.Closing date for applications: April 14, !989~ i
NOTICE TO EQUIPMENT OWNERS 
HIRED • EQUIPMENT LIST 
This Company is compiling a Hired Equipment List and 
advises all persons or companies wishing tO register 
reliable equipment such as• trucks, backhoes, ex- 
cavators, loaders, graders, rollers, scrapers or tractors 
for work In Contract Area 28, the Stikine District, that 
theyshould submit details of available equipment to 
the address below. Please submit full details of equip- 
ment including serial numbers and copy of licence 
registration and WCB number. 
Equipment could be required to work throughout-the 
Stikine District. 
Locations Include Bob Quinn Lake, Tatogga Lake, 
Dease Lake, Telegraph Creek, Casslar and Atlin. 
Larry Smith, General Manager 
NorRoadco Enterprises Ltd., 
Dease Lake, B.C. V0C 1L0 
I 
RIDLEY TERMINALS INC. 
Ridley Terminals Inc. is a state-of-the-art Marine Ter- 
minal which utilizes a Participative Management 
philosophy. 
We are seeking an EQUIPMENT OPERATOR to provide 
the terminal with equipment operating services. 
]'he successfulcandidate will have: 
- -M in imum Grade 12. 
- -  Five years experience as a Heavy-Duty Equipment 
Operator. 
- -  Valid B.C.•Class 3 Driver's Licence with Air  
Endorsement . . . . . . .  
The foll0wing would be an asset: , 
- -  Crane operating experience. 
--  First Aid ticket. • 
This position offers a highly:comPetitive salary and 
benefits package with additional incer~tives. It would 
provide an excellent working environment for an in- 
dividual who is able to work effectively in a team set- 
ting. 
Qualified candidates are Invited to reply in writing in 
strict confidence before April 21, 1989 to: 
Rldley Terminals.Inc. 
P.O. Bag 8000 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 4H3 
Attention: J.M. Spo0ner, Manager 
: Human Resources & AdminiStration 
Ridley Terml nals Inc.!s an equal opportunity employer. 
Mountain ollmMng gear, harness, New colonial chandelier. Paid $169. 
P.tons, climbing shoos, crampons, new. Will sell for $69. Phone 
tent, etc. Barely used, $450 OBO. 632.2278. 4/21 
Phone635-4778 4/19p Norce 12.speed man's bike; red, new 
GEM Top for shod box. Asking $50. 
Box type roll bar for short box pick- 
up. Asking $75. Phone 638-1611.4/14 
Mate's bed, $78.72" bottom kitchen 
cabinet with or without counter top, 
$250. Eleotrolux shampooer floor 
polisher, e80. Phone638-8081. 4/14 
Two 45 ,galkm oak Whiskey barrels 
for sale, Meal for flower planters. 
Asking $10. each. Phone 632-7341. 
4/21 
tires, handle grips, water bottle. Ful- 
ly loaded. Asking $200. Phone 
638-1689 anytime. 4121 
Apple II Clone 45K with duai ~drtve 
board, $250.; 16K expansion bbard, 
$1354 8peakerthoard, $80.; Parallel 
printer board, $125.; 51/4 drive, $90.; 
Amdek monitor, $90.; Miorccan Joy- 
stick, $40.; Athena speech program, 
$50. Will sell separate as listed or all 
forSP'J). Phone ¢35.6983 after 6p~1. 
Employment Opportunities 
t 
r 
I 
- . . . .  ~ - j  8 , 
CHOICES program is accepting resumes 
for group home supervisor. 
Desired Qualifications: 
Degree or community college certificate in social 
sciences, preferably in mental retardation or proven 
experience In working with handicapped people; ex- 
perlence In supervising; good (:ommunic~tlon skills; 
able to •work as a team leader. ~" 
Duties: ~: : 
Plan and Implement residential programs for all 
clients. Maintain close contact with the consuhler, 
Parent and others concerned in orderto ensure thatthe 
real needs of consumer are being met. Would also re- 
quire valid first aid certificate, B.C. drivers Iicence and 
own vehicle. For more Information, contact Linda 
Pelletler, 1-3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Cloelngdate, April 21,1989. 5119c 
Available for Apdl 1; a spacious 1 
bedroom apartment. Clean & quiet, 
21' self propelled Lawnboy lawn 
mower.Asking $300. Phone 638-8556 
Lost: Siberian Husky dog. About 10 
months old. Blue eyes. Name: 
Naklta. Phone 638-7233. 4/14 
12-foot Springbok aluminum boat 
with heavy duty galvanized 
aluminum trailer, 15 HP Evinrude 
(brand nsw) with auto blend. 
Package Includes all the extras. Ex- 
Cellent condition. $3,000. Phone 
627-1325 after 6 p.m. 415p 
I • 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
tfnc 
J 
GOING CHEAP --  10x42 mobile 
close to downtown, no pets. Laun. after 7 pm. 4/21 
dry facilities. $360.1per month plus 
half the rent for deposit. Phone 
638-8398. 415c 
• Harley 
oludes 
tory~ 
firm. 
Mark. 
home, natural gas heat, 40 gallon 
hot water tank, recently upgraded 
plumbing and wiring, partially finish- 
ed addition and porch. $3,000. Call 
635-7840 days, 6354810 evenings, 
ask for Mike. 3/20p 
Davidtmn FXR, 1340c0, In- 
leather saddlebags and fac- 
 maintenance manual. $7,000 
Phone 635-7840 and ask for 
tfnp 
1986, 1941¢c Honda Reflex Driven on- 
ly 450 km. In excellent condition• 
Asking $1,450. Phone 637-7247. 4/14 
, . . .  ' .. , • " . : .+  , ,  . .  
l i ra  
I David Parnell am not responsible 
for any debts that my wife Judy 
Parnell makes other than those in- 
curred by myself datedas of March 
22,1989. 4/5p 
You were Born in. "39 
Now the Secrets out 
You'll be Thirty on April 9 
There's no Need to Pout. 
Luv X's 3 
1 Megns V65 & 1 Magna V45; very 
low mlleage, excellent condition. 
Asking $3,000 each. Phone Rick at 
635-3724. 4/14 
: Large dresser with 2 mirrors, $300. 
Student desk, $50. Five drawer chest 1986 Yamaha I=Z750, many extras. 
, At the corner of Kalum & & matching night table, $125. Three 1987 RZ350. Both in excellent shape. 
, Close to downtown & schools component s ereo, $200. 36 gal. fish Asking $5,000. for FZ750. Asking 
,'Rents start at $340.00 tank with stand&accessories, $225. $3,000. for RZ350. Phone 624-6050. k.3 ,,[(~fE 'u" k.J¢%]1 r 
14" remote color TV, $225. Phone 4/21 ][7 ~] r t  , References required. 
Woodland Apartments after 5:30 p.m. or leave 
message. 4/16 Happy Birthday 
635-3922 or 635-5224 Kenmolre apartment size washer & 
dryer. 5 years old, excellent condl- To  J .M .  
tion. Asking $500 for pair or will sell Sony dual cassette stereo with.turn 
separately. Phone638-1611. 4/14 table. Good condition. Asking $125. Love from L:M. 
2 White Sp~ Queen commercial Phone Joe at 632.6822. ~ 4114 
washing machines. Asking $150 
each obo. 1 white commerlcal dryer. 
Natural gas. Asking $300 obo. 
Phone 635-5786. 4/14 
1980 Ford Holiday van, 350 cu. In., 
Kalum Faimlly Day Care has open- auto, air cond., tilt, sun roof, 4 velvet 
caps, headboard, heater, six Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. cap. chairs, table, sink, ice box, 
drawers, waveless mattress. Asking Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, couch, factory camperlzed. $4,000. 
$300. Phone 632-3809. 4/21 part-time or drop-In available. Phone Phone 638-1530. 4/12p 
638-6429 or 638-6398. tfnc ~ r  
chair. Asking $350 obo. Phone Unplanned Pmgnancy?DeClslonsto 8ohool butt, excellent oonditlon, 635-93)I evenings. ~ 4/21 make? Understandlng all your al- Ideal for church, sports teams, etc. 
Hlde-ebed; green In color. Asklng ternatlvee makes you really free to Auto. trsnsmlsslon. $6,000 firm.. 
$100obo:Ph0ne635-2004. 4/21 choose. For a confldentlal, carlng Phone635-e541. 5/10p 
frlend, call Blrthrlght, 635-3907, 
anytlme. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 23½' Travel trailer; frldge & freezer, 
ING. tfn forced air furnace, overhead oven, 
KitimM CHats Une and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632.4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfnp 
Abo0tlon Couneell!ng, informatidn 
and referral service. Fridays 10-12. 
Phone 638-0994. After hours 
635-3487. Confidentiality assured. 
. tfn 
hot water, shower & tub. Lots of cup- 
boards, good condition. Asking 
$4,600 obo. Phone 635-4932. after 5 
p.m. or view at 3137 Kofoed. tfn 
1MS 18' Sth wheel Travelalr; self 
contained, Includes hitch and awn. 
ing, excellent condtlon. Phone 
635-9753. 4/14 
Travel Trailer;, 16', sleeps 4 to 5, ex. 
cellent condition, plus many extras. 
Asking $2,800 obo. Phone 624-3999. 
4/14 
A SPECIAL PROPERTY 
6-acre hobby farm designed for kMe 
end horesa. Immsculste 3-bedroom 
19118 F-21W Super Cub XL; 4x,l, 
4.speed, 351 cu. in. motor, 4.barrel, 
natural gas conversion, 35,000 kme. 
Asking $12,500. Phone 635-2688.4/21 
"Best in Town!': 
Summit Square 
:i Apartments 
' i I I  I I  I , k I I 
S325"p.r mon'h $360:.-o,i 
• Attractive, ~oaclous, with storage room. 
• COlored appliances and fixtums~ 
II Bssutilu'l cupboards, douMe etainlm links. 
Professionally employed single 
parent seeking 2 or 3 bedroom 
house or duplex. Good references. 
Call 635.7840 days, 635-4810 eve- 
nings, ask for Mike. 4126p 
Invitation to Tender 
Installation of submarine cable 
to serve Kltkatla near Prince 
Rupert. 
Reference: 09-3217 
Closing Date: 3 May 1989 
All found rental of backhoe ser- 
vices -- Terrace, Kitimat& Nass 
Valley area. • - 
Reference: Q9-5094 ' 
Closing Date: 2 May 1989 
Details available from office of 
B.C. Hydro Purchasing Agent, 
1265 Howe St., Suite 200, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6Z 2G8; 863-2577 
or 663-2560. Sealed tenders 
clearly marked with reference 
number will be received in Room 
226, address as above, until 
11:00 a.m. on above closing date. 
BCl Udro 
B.C. HYDRO 
invitation to tender for ground 
maintenance (lawns, shrubbery 
and trees) at the Divisional Cen- 
tre, 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. 
Tender forms and specifications 
am available from A.W. Ander- 
son at the above address. 
Closing date for submission of 
tenders is 21 April 1989, at 16:00 
hours. 
eChgdro 
( ~  PROVINCE OF 
BRrrlBH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
SEALED TENDERS 
FOR T.ILL. A41m 
Pursuant to Sactlon 16(3)(a) of 
the Forest A~, them wlll be of- 
fared by Sealed Tender by the 
Dlstrlct Manager, TERRACE, 
B.C. at 10:30 Lm. on the 24th day 
of Aprll, 1989 a Tlmber Sale 
Lloence to authorlze the 
harvestlng of 8,070 cublo metres 
of timber located at the Grease 
Trail. 
Term: One (1) year. 
Bids can be accepted only from 
Small Business Forest Enter- 
pr im ss defined In the Regula- 
tions. 
This Ilcence will he awarded 
under the provisions of Section 
10(3Xs) of the Forest Act which 
restricts bidding to persons 
re01stered in the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise program 
Category One (1). 
Details of the Proposed Timber 
Sale License may be obtained 
from the Dlsffiot Manager at 
200.5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
' B.C., VSG 1L1 as of April 10, i • Large balconba with aueenedpatlo doors, bungalow, fireplace, new eundeek, 1989. 
• Laundry facilities. -~ fruit trees, railed bed gardens. Ex- I • 8eOU~ entert~honU and desdbolts. ~ cellont pestum, fully fenced 140'x75' 1900 Citer. idzort box 4x4, 33"x12" 
BFul~d~pedandclPordlnsted~wlWoaq~t& riding arena, facilities for two tires, automatic, 350 cu.in., tilt. 
' homes, easily expanded for morn $4,000. Phone 638-1550. 4/5p 
• ~x chanmg eet~lits T.V. (kids or horessll). Five minutes from 
.•Am~eperkh~.i Racquet egrets, i ~ town, city close, country Ilvlngl Ask- l~ l~ lzzm~ 
lag $72,000. Phone 635-2898. 4/101) 
i : ) jh lC t ,a  ~ i street In Terra,. Asking $12,000 
• i OBO. Phone (604) 832-2708 and ask small dogs. Willing to leass/pur- " ' ' 
for Mlkeor Helen, .. 6/21p . . . . . . . . . . .  chase. Phone e35.6/73. . 4/121) , . . 
i i  , i  i I 
'l 
#/ l Westar mber 
CALLING FOR TEN DERS 
"sealed tenders for the follow- 
Ing stand tending contract will 
be received by Westar Timber 
Ltd., Northwest Operations, #10 
North Boundary Rd., South 
Hazelton, B.C., V0J 2RO, on the 
date shown below. 
Contract: BW 1989-07- 
Treatment Area: 81.9 ha 
Located: Nass Road 
TFL #51 North of Kltwanga for 
manual brushing and weeding. 
Viewing Date: April 20, 1989, 
leaving' Westar Timber Ltd. at 
8:30 a.m. Field viewing Is man- 
datory and .contractor must pro- 
vide his/her own transportation 
to field. Please notify office at 
842-5399 before April 18 if you 
plan to attend viewing. Contact 
Person: Ernest Kragt. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders 
Is 4:30 p.m., May 5, 1989 at which 
time all tenders will be opened. 
Tenders must be submitted on 
the form supplied which, with 
particulars, may be obtained 
[Tom Weetar Timber Ltd. at the 
address indlcated~ 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily beaccepted. 
Westar mber 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Sealed tenders for the follow. 
Ing stand tending contract will 
be received by Westar Timber 
Ltd., Northwest Operations, #10 
North Boundary Rd., South 
Hazelton, B.C., V0J 2R0, on the 
date shown below. 
Contract: BW 1989-05 
Treatment Area: 97.1 ha 
Located: Derrick Lake 
TFL #51 North of Kitwanga for 
manual brushing and weeding. 
Viewing Date: April 20, 1989, 
leaving Westar Timber Ltd. at 
8:30 a.m. Field viewing Is man- 
datory and contractor must pro- 
vide hlslher own transportation 
to field. Please notify office at 
842.5399 before April 18 If you 
plan to attend viewing. Contact 
Person: Ernest Kragt. 
Deadline for recel pt of tenders 
Is 4:30 p.m., May 5, 1989 at which 
time all tenders will beopened. 
Tenders must be submitted on 
the form supplied which, with 
particulars, may be obtained 
. from Westar Timber Ltd. at the 
• address Indicated. " " 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted; 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Sealed tenders• for the follow- 
Ing stand tending contract will 
be. received by Westar Timber- 
Ltd., Northwest Operations, #10 
North Boundary Rd., South 
Hazelton, B.C;, V0J 2R0, on the 
date shown below. 
Contract: BW 1989-03 
Treatment Area: 111.4 ha 
• Located: Cranberry River 
• TFL#51 North of Kltwanga for 
manual brushing and Weeding. 
Viewing Date: April 20, 1989, 
leaving Westar Timber Ltd. at 
8:30 a.m. Field viewing is man. 
datory and contractor must pro- 
vide his/her own transportation 
to field. Please notify office at 
842-5399 before April 18 if you 
plan to attend viewing. Contact 
Person: Ernest Kragt. 
Deedllne for receipt of tenders 
Is 4:30 p.m., May 5, 1989 at which 
time all tenders will be opened. 
Tenders must be submitted on 
the form supplied which, with 
particulars, may be obtained 
from Westar Timber Ltd. at the 
address indicated. 
"The lowest or any tender will 
not. necessarily be accepted. 
I 
Westar nber- 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Sealed tenders for the follow- 
ing stand tending contract will 
be received by Westar Timber 
Ltd., Northwest Operations, #10 
North Boundary Rd., South 
Hazelton, B.C., V0J 2RO, on the: 
date shown below. 
Contract: BW 1989-04 
Treatment Area: 93.8 ha 
Located: Cranberry River 
TFL #51 North of Kitwanga for 
manual brushing and weeding. 
Viewing Date: April 20, 1989, 
leaving Westar Timber Ltd. at 
8:30 a.m. Field viewing is man- 
datory and contractor must pro- 
vide his/her own transportation 
to field. Please noUfy office at 
842.5399 before April 18 if you 
plan to attend viewing. Contact 
Person: Ernest Kragt. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders 
Is 4:30 p.m., May 5, 1989 at which 
time all tenders will be opened. 
Tenders must be submitted on 
the form supplied which, with 
particulars, may be obtained 
from Westar Timber Ltd. at the 
address Indicated/ 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily.be accepted.. 
!i '/Awe,ta mber 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Sealed tenders for the follow- 
ing stand tending contract will 
• be received by Westar Timber 
:~Ltd.,.N0dhwest Operations, #i0 
North Boundary Rd., South 
Hazelton, B.C., V0J 2R0, on the 
date shown below. 
Contract: BW 1989-06 
Treatment Area: 102.9 ha 
Located: Derrick Lake 
TFL #51 North of Kltwanga for 
manual brushing and weeding. 
Viewing Date: April 20, 1989, 
• .leaving Westar Timber Ltd. at 
8:30 a.m. Field viewing is man. 
datory and contractor must pro- 
vide his/her own transportation 
to field. Please notify office at'- 
842-5399 before April 18 If you 
plan to attend viewing. Contact 
Person: Ernest Kragt. 
Deadline for recel pt of tenders 
is 4:30 p.m., May 5, 1989 at which 
time all tenders will be opened. 
Tenders must be submitted on 
the form supplied which, with 
particulars, may be obtained 
from Westar Timber Ltd. at the 
• address indicated. : 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
J 
b/A Westar]imber 
CALLING FOR TEN DERS 
Sealed tenders for the follow- 
ing Stand tending contract will 
be received by Westar Timber 
Ltd., Northwest Operations, #10 
~lorth Boundary Rd., South 
Hazelton, B.C., V0J 2R0, on the 
date shown below. 
Contract: BW 1989-01 
Treatment Area: 68.2 ha 
..Located: Cranberry River 
TFL #51 North of Kltwanga for 
manual brushing and weeding. 
Viewing Date: April 20, 1989, 
leaving Wester Timber Ltd. at 
8:30 s.m. Field viewing is man- 
datory and contractor must pro- 
vide his/her own transportation 
to field. Please notify office at 
842-~r~98 before April 18 If you 
plan to attend viewing. Contact 
Person: Ernest Kragt. 
Deedllne for receipt of tenders 
is 4:30 p.m.; May 5, 1989 at which 
time all tenders will be opened. 
Tenders must be submitted on 
the form supplied which, with 
particulars, may be obtained 
from Westar Timber Ltd. at the 
address !ndi.cated. ' 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
• "" LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER of Duplicate 
Certificate of Title No. P10175 to 
Lot 11, Block 2, District Lot 448, 
Casslar District, Plan 818. 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of 
DUplicate Certificate of Title No. 
P10175 to the above described 
land, Issued in the name(s) of Ed- 
win Wayne Webber and Lois 
Marlaine Webber has been filed 
in this office, notice is hereby 
gkten that I shall, at the expire- 
tion of two weeks from the date 
of first publication hereof, Issue 
aProvislonal Certificate of Title 
~in lieu of the said Duplicate, un- 
less In the meantime valid objec- 
t ion be made to me in writing. ": 
DATED at the Land Title Office, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. this 21st day 
Of March, 1989. 
• .... Terry Dlnnelt 
: : ~:~::: Registrar 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND HIGHWAYS 
STIKINE HIGHWAYS 
DISTRICT 
LOAD RESTRICTIONS 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Effective 12:01 a.m., Monday, 
April 10, 1989 and until further 
notice, Telegraph Creek Road 
#51 is limited to 70% of legal 
axle loading as set by the regula- 
tions pursuant to the Commer- 
cial Transport Act. 
All term overload permits are In. 
valid for the duration of this 
restriction. Violators of the 
regulations and restrictions wil! 
be prosecuted. 
Appropriate percentages Of the 
tolerance provided in subsection 
7.06(2) of the regulations pur- 
suant to the Commercial 
Transport Act are applicable. 
Further restrictions may be Im- 
posed on short notice. 
D.P. Stead, 
District Highways Manager. 
for: Honorable Nell Vent 
Minister of Transportation 
and Highways 
DATED: April 03, 1989 
AT: Dease Lake, B.C. 415p 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND HIGHWAYS 
STIKINE HIGHWAYS 
DISTRICT 
LOAD RESTRICTIONS 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Effective 12:00 noon, Wednes- 
day, April 05, 1989 and until fur- 
ther notice, Telegraph Creek 
Road #51 is limited to 100% of 
legal axle loading as set by the 
regulations pursuant to the 
Commercial Transport Act. 
All term overload permits are in- 
valid for the duration of this 
restriction. Violators of the 
regulations and restrictions will 
be prosecuted.. 
Appropriate percentages of the 
tolerance provided In subsection 
7.06(2) of the regulations pur- 
suant to the Commercial 
TransPort Act are applicable. 
Further restrictions may be Im- 
posed on short notice. 
D.P. Stead, 
District Highways Manager. 
for: Honorable Nell Vent 
Minister of Transportation 
and Highways 
DATED: April 03, 1989 
AT: Dease Lake, B.C. 415p 
~ 4 5  North Coast Road 
Maintenance Ltd. 
44 Lakelse Avenue, 
P.O. Box 1020, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4V1 
(604) 638-8300 
Fax (604) 638-8306 
TENDERS 
Terrace Contract Area: #26 
Skeena 
Project or Job Number:. 
Project or Job Description: Gar- 
bage Barrel and Rest Area Main- 
tenance 
Tl~e tender sum for this project is 
. .to include applicable federal and 
provincial sales tax. The loWest 
or any tender not necessarily ec" 
cepted, 
Tender Opening Deterrirne: April 
21,1989, 2:00 p.m; 
Pre-Tender meeting will be held 
at 4544 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C, April 17, 1989 at 10:00 a.m. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque Is not required. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
North Coast Road Maintenance 
Ltd., 4544 Lakelse Avenue, Ter. 
race, B.C., V8G 4V1 between the 
hours of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. (clos, 
ed from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.) Mon- 
day to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of. 
fice: 638.8300. 
Tenders will be opened at Main 
Office, North CoastRoad Main- 
tenance Ltd., 4544 = Lakelse Ave- 
nue, Terrace, B.C, V8G 4V1. 
El Nygaard 
Operations Manager 
NOTICE INVITING 
-APPLICATIONS FOR 
SEALED TENDERS 
FOR T.8.L. A-,~lS06 
Pursuant to Section 16(3)(a) of 
the Forest Act, there will be of- 
fered by Sealed Tender by the 
District Manager, TERRACE, 
B.C. at 11:30 a.m. on the 24th day 
of April, 1989 a Timber Sale 
Llcence to authorize the 
harvesting of 4188 cubic metres 
of timber located at Hal Lake. 
Term: One (1) year. 
Bids can be accepted only from 
Small Business Forest Enter. 
prises as defined in the Regula -
tlons. 
;i'his Ilcence will be awarded 
under the provisions of Section 
16(3)(s) of the Forest Act which 
restricts bidding to persons 
registered In the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise• Program 
Category One (1). 
Details of the Proposed Timber 
Sale Llcence may be obtained 
from the District Manager at 
200-5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1L1 as of April 10, 
1989. 
I 
Westar mber 
IF NOT..•. 
CALL 635-3444 
= CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Sealed tenders for the follow- 
Ing stand tending contract will 
be received by Westar Timber 
Ltd., Northwest Operations, #10 
North Boundary Rd., South 
Hazelton, B.O., V0J 2R0, on the 
date shown below. 
Contract: BW 1989-02 
Treatment Area: 102.5 ha 
Located: Cranberry River 
TFL #51 North of Kltwanga for 
manual brushing and weeding. 
• Viewing Date: April 20, 1989, 
leaving Westar Timber Ltd. at 
8:20 a.m. Field viewing Is man- 
datory and contractor must pro- 
vide Ms/her own transportation 
tofleld. Please notify office at 
842-5399 before April 18 If you. 
plan to attend viewing. Contact 
Person: Ernest Kragt. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders 
Is 4:30 p.m., May 5, 1989 at which 
time all tenders will be opened. 
Tenders must be submitted on 
the form supplied which, with 
particulars, "may be obtained 
from Westar Timber Ltd. at the 
address Indicated. 
Th~ lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily beaccepted. 
• " T [ ARE.  YOU GE raNG "rilE. MOS - 
: OUT OF YOUR. COMPUTER/? . . . .  
AND ASK FOR RAINER.  
• ONE-on-ONE Training in Most Business-Applications 
- ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting 
. ACCOUNTING Software installation & Conversions in major 
packages including ACCPAC, BEOFORD, & NEW VIEWS 
. GENERAL COMPUTER CONSULTING andSYSTEMS SETUP 
i i 
RAINER GIANNEUA SYSTEMS, P.O, . . .  BOX 621t TERRACE S.C., VaG 488 
i 
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party th i s wee k? . . . . .  1 
: Does th is  sound like your are at a party somewhere in2 
Teenagers and drinking 
in!Terrace - -  Part i 
It is said by many profession- 
als that teed drinking.is a very 
real :problem. Most students at 
the ~ Junior Secondary level• will 
have at least some involvement 
with: alcohol and at the senior 
Secondary level it'smuch worse. 
It  is for this reason that Skeena 
Theatre Arts students are work- 
ing on twoproductions - - "P ro -  
ject Squeeze" and  "Project 
Juice,' - -  to make teens under- 
stand how alcohol can adversely 
affect their relationship with 
both their family and their 
friends. 
• by Ted Straehan 
the teachers and then I go  
home." Andy's problem is that 
he's just spent the weekend 
"partying", andhe doesn't real- 
ly feel like doing much ot' any- 
thing. 
But another 15-year-old stu- 
dent, Brenda, doesn,t quite 
In an effort to  discover just 
how serious this problem is, the 
Terrace Review got five teens 
and four parents together to 
discuss the "teen scene".., what 
r 
are our kids really doing, an d 
how are other parents dealing 
with it? In this first segment, he 
five teens describe a "typical" 
week in their lives. Next week, 
the parents will react to their 
comments and the teens will 
describe teen life in much more 
detail, describe some personal 
experiences, and tell us how they 
would deal with the problem if 
they were.parents. (Names have 
been changed for the purpose of 
these articles). - 
• "Monday's are really dull," 
says Andy, a 14-year old Skeena- 
Junior Secondary student. " I  
just sort of sit there and listen to 
agree: the classrooms may be 
dull but the hallways are buzzing 
with rumors and gossip from the 
weekend. "Everyone discusses 
their weekend,',she says, 'Who 
did what, who got sick,: how 
they got away with i t - -  they just 
discuss the party Scene., And 
from that high in their lives, 
Brenda goes on to describe the 
balance ra  typical week, • 
Tuesday, she says, everyone is
still discussing the previous 
weekend but their • minds are 
beginning to turn to the next 
• weekend and basic plans are 
beginning to takeshape. 
On Wednesday, the planning 
comes more to the forefront. 
"•Whose house are we going to 
use? Where are we going to get 
the money? WhO's going to be 
there?" These are all-important 
Bob Jackman - -  
not been mu¢h mention of 
schoolwork to this point, but' 
still it's been a 10ng, hard week 
and, as always, Friday has final: 
ly arrived. "It's pretty hyper," 
~says Brenda. "Everyone's yell- 
ing, screaming, talking... Every- 
one's in a pretty good mood." 
And,• so, with their school 
week behind them, these teens 
approach their Friday night with 
an enthusiasm they h~wen't ex- 
perienced for a week. Debbie, 
another Skeena teen, says every- 
one heads for their favorite spot 
about 7 or 7:30 p.m. "It's either 
A&W or McDonald's," she 
says. "You wander back and 
forth looking for a runner." 
A "runner" explains Andy, 
"is someone to buy the booze". 
He continues the story by saying 
that most have found a runner 
by 8:30, give him their money, 
and pick up their night's supply 
at someagreed location. It could 
be a house he says, or, in the 
summer, almost anywhere... 
"like in back Of the court: 
town, and some of it doesn't 
get printed in the papers as 
often as it used to. Responsible 
editors and headline writers 
(and I suppose, columnists) can 
reward moderation, and ignore 
the radicals and the crackpots. 
As I mentioned, I used to en- 
house". Veritas and Parkside 
schools were also mentioned as 
-good places to go. Apparently 
the merry-go-round atVeritas is 
a lot of fun. 
On Saturday, Andy says 
sleeping till 3 .p.m. is kind of 
nice, and then, "You wake up, 
questions and the main topicfor grab some more money, and by 
the day. ' six o'Clock most people will 
meet at the mall to discuss the 
Thursday; she says, is pretty 
much the same as Wednesday - -  
- "But  kind of intensified." She 
explains that by this time, "we 
really have to make sure where 
we're going and who we're go- 
ing with." 
And then it's Friday. There's 
cont inued f rom page 4 
joy satire. As my hair begins to 
creep back over my collar, I 
think my sense of humor may 
even be returning. But you 
have to be careful with satire, 
and humor. Some people think 
you're seriousl 
teenager? Probably not. But ac- 
cording to these teens, while not 
all are drinking, more than half 
the school, perhaps 70 percent, 
town on any given weekend: :Is' 
this a problem? You be t l~  . . . .  
judge. -• 
April is 
Dental Healtl  
Mont h "N'X 
. , 
• :. 
only • [] 
i I i  
Men's or Ladles, cotton blend 
dress or business shins, expertly. 
laundered, " 
,,,, Only ddve.thru In town 
,~ Best, most reliable and eiosnost service 
,,. Drop off point at Thomhill Public Mind(or 
. ~ .h~.r),,u~-ar ~ IL'0Os.m, IoOd)Op.m.-- Monday to Frlday 
We el~,. ~t,h eu~.~' II:W m.m..to I;:80 i~m. -- 8aturchty 
KiDDiE CORNERFROM THE P081' OFFICE 
previous night." And then, he 
says, those who have money 
head back to their favorite spot 
and  go'tht0tlgh'the same routine 
they did the night before. Satur- 
days are usually a little different 
though, "It's short notice and 
you don't have as much time to 
f inda house or the money," he 
explains. 
Stinday, says Andy, you sleep 
iate, maybe until 4 p.m., and 
then some• will do homework 
while others watch a little TV. 
Still others, he says, "Wander 
the streets trying to find a Sun- 
day pal:ty." And then it's Mon- 
day, but... "Monday's are really 
dull." 
getting married... 
This basket -holds 
information and 
gifts especially 
helpful for you. 
Call your 
Welcome Wagon 
• hostess today. 
448.1204 
Phone -.~ - - , ,  , . 
,~%- 
" ~rf" Do you like 
what you see? 
I~I~II~'DENI"AI~'PROF'ESS'IbN OF BRITISH COLUMBIA/~ND THE CANADIAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION 
COME AND VISIT 
OUR NEW 
ACCESS CENTRE 
Combining the services of: 
Opening April 3, i989: 
• Conservation Officer Service 
• .Habitat Protection ! ;;ii 
• Fisheries Biologist 
• Waste Management 
• Consumer Taxation Branch ~: ....... 
• Postal Services Branch 
• Employment Standards Branch 
• Liquor Controland Licencing Branch 
• Safety Engineering Services Division 
• Government Agent Office 
• Regional Development Liaison Officer 
Opening April17, 1989:. • 
• Regional Motor Vehicle Office 
* Motor Licence Office 
, • _ - 
ALL RELOCATED TO 
B.C. ACCESS CENTRE 
3220 Eby 
TERRACE 
Phone 638-3200 
~ o f  tallish CzUalm 
Ministry of Regional Development . ~ 
l ion. Elwood N. Vettch, Minister - 
' f  
.u. ,re.aee e ,   
aQet Bt l  .:-. 
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Development. '  " : . -ministries,,.i Only .'a. Soured pef~:en( increase to l  $1,016 Clark stud, '.,I questi6nltheabili- percen~e oflthe total budget) ,~  
Thesection on environment m government could:eail the Van- .billion. i ; ty ofthe government~todeliver ~ and an increase of 9,9 percent 
on these increases.., do e have i for Health (also aCutin term s of:.~ , ambiguous, being noted- on the., couver:Islandgas pipeline an en- C|ark;qeestioned whether the • . . . .  " . . . . .  • W 
balance 'Sheet in combination! Mronmental expenditure?' ministry actually has the exper- the engineering capability to the total budget). " ~' 
with the .Minister~ of. State' for Clark said there is actually tise left to undertakea capital spend $1 billion? I think not,", : We,ll iundertake further in, 
Cariboo (Bruce'Strachan) as an about $28 ~ll ion of new money~ improvement program o f  .the , vestigat!ons into the way the 
overall increase of  34;8 percent In theMmistry of Environment magnitude that this budget am, Other. aspects of the 1989-90 provincial government is s~nd,  
to $12t.6 million; but Stated bUdget, and iermed "positive" a plies. His figures show that the budget include a reduction o f  ing our ~ money, spec|fically ~ in i ~ 
eisewhere as a 90 percent, in- $7.5 million commitment to en- civil service overall was cut by 25 $250 million in the overall pro- this region, in future issues o f  
crease ~to $200 million. Glen forcement of existing pollution percent during the Bennett ad -  vincial debt (which now stands the Terrace Review.  
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Doctors have been practising "wellness" 
for years,, and we welcome the B.C. Govern, 
ment's interest in what we've always called 
" ' ,preventive medicine. 
/:i!):!ii/ We spendyears m medical school and 
~: ~ ?practical trainingso we can specialize in you and 
i your ~ 'y .  Providing continuity of care 
with confidentiality and a personal touch is 
what we do every day. . 
• . . . . . .  : .  . .~  ; . . - . . ,  
Our job is to keep our patients healthy 
and heal them when they're sick. And that's what 
wellness is all about. 
B.C. Doctors 
SPEAKING OUT FOR YOUR HEALTH 
British Columbia Medical Association 
. . . . .  .= 
. . . . . . . . .  L 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  j 
